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This thesis explores processes occurring in the middle and lower crust 
of magmatic arc-settings. This study is based on observations on the Coast 
Mountains of British Columbia, Canada, at ~53° N la titude. The rocks exposed 
at the surface in this area represent the roots of a Mesozoic to early Tertiary 
magmatic arc. 
Transpressional deformation occurred synchronously with magmatism 
and metamorphism from the Late Cretaceous to the Early Eocene. Between 
61 and 50 Ma, the entire Canadian Cordillera tracks a period of extension and 
exhumation of high-grade metamorphic rocks, synchronous with intensified 
magmatism. 
The thermal state of the crust during this time period was explored 
using numerical models. The models attempt to reproduce a geotherm that 
explains observations found in the field, such as abundance of amphibolitic 
migmatites, widespread magmatism, granulite facies metamorphism, and 
high-temperature low-pressure metamorphism. The resulting geotherm is 
isothermal from the pluton emplacement depth to the Moho. The temperature 
of the profile is buffered by the solidus temperature of the country-rock. The 
upper crust is characterized by a steep temperature gradient of ~50°C/km. 
 The structure and petrology of three plutons was analyzed to better 
understand pluton emplacement processes. Two of the plutons, the Kitlope 
  
and Quottoon plutons; are characterized by steep foliations and intruded 
during transpression. The third pluton, the Chief Matthew’s pluton; intruded as 
a sub-horizontal sill during extension. The transposition of the foliation from 
vertical to horizontal is explained by the development of melt-filled tension 
gashes oriented perpendicular to the sub-vertical foliation. Melt migration 
results in melt accumulation in the gashes. This process coupled with a 
change from regional transtension caused development of flat foliation 
localized around the Chief Mathew’s pluton.  
The exhumation path and cooling history of the three plutons was also 
explored. Petrology, geothermobarometry, geochemistry, and cooling ages 
were analyzed to determine that: 1) exhumation of ~6 km of rock occurred 
between the emplacement of the Quottoon and Chief Matthew’s plutons at a 
rate of ~2-3 mm/yr; 2) the rocks cooled at a rate of ~50°C/Ma; 3) the area 
cooled below the biotite closure temperature by 51 Ma. An exhumation model 
integrating the studied area with the rest of the Canadian Cordillera is also 
proposed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The motivation for the thesis is to contribute to our understanding of the 
geologic processes that lead to the formation of continental crust. The 
formation and differentiation of continental crust is thought to largely result 
from the differentiation of mantle derived melts into more silica rich 
compositions representative of the continental crust (Rudnick 1995). Several 
different tectonic environments have been suggested as sites for this crustal 
distillation including continental arcs (Rudnick 1995, Hollister and Andronicos 
2006, Ducea and Saleeby 1998, Kay and Kay 1988), rifts and extensional 
provenances (Dewey 1988, Costa and Rey 1995), collisional orogenic belts 
(Karlstorm and Bowring 1993, Condie 1990), and mantle plume settings (Hill 
et al 1992, Condie 2003). In this thesis I have focused my work on the Coast 
Mountains of British Columbia, Canada (Figure 1), which represent one of the 
largest recent sites for crustal growth in the world (Hollister and Andronicos 
2006). 
The crust of western British Columbia today has a seismic velocity 
structure similar to that of the average andesitic continental crust (Holbrook et 
al 1999, Hollister and Andronicos 2006). The formation and differentiation of 
the crust of British Columbia occurred during terrane accretion and calc-
alkaline magmatism during the Mesozoic and Early Tertiary (Coney et al 1980, 
Hollister and Andronicos 2006, Johnston and Canil 2007). Today the Coast 
Mountains are composed of rocks that represent the middle and upper crust of 
a continental magmatic arc formed during terrane collision and subduction 
along the continental margin (Figure 2). This belt of magmatic and 
metamorphic rocks extends for more than a 1000 km, from southeast Alaska  
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Figure 1: Map of western North America. The yellow area is the North Ameri-
can Cordillera. The red areas represent Mesozoic batholith complexes. Green
marks the Columbia River and Snake River plain flood-basalts. Major faults
are shown. Map modified from Chardon et al 1999.
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Figure 2: Simplified geologic map of the Coast Mountains between 52° and
56°. Modified form Hollister and Andronicos 2006.
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to northwestern Washington. This unique exposure of the middle crust of a 
magmatic arc provides a window into the middle crust and lower crust and 
gives important constraints on the processes of mid-crustal melt transport and 
pluton emplacement, crustal differentiation, magma/rock interactions, 
migmatization, and deformation mechanisms of rocks during metamorphism 
and magma transport. 
The temperature structure of arc crust plays a fundamental role on its 
evolution. The thermal profile of the crust affects the generation and migration 
of melts, the rheology of the rocks and their ability to deform and flow, and the 
occurrence of metamorphic reactions. These fundamental problems are the 
focus of chapter 1 (Published as Depine et al 2008). This chapter models 
numerically the effects of migrating melt through the crust, resulting in a quasi-
steady state geotherm that we believe characterizes magmatic arcs. The 
calculated thermal profile produces an isothermal geotherm from the depth of 
pluton emplacement in the upper middle crust, through the lower crust to the 
Moho. The most important constraints on the shape of the quasi-steady state 
geotherm are the temperature at the Moho and the solidus temperature of the 
crustal rocks. The modeled geotherm reproduces many of the features 
observed in the Coast Mountains and other mountain belts, including uniformly 
high temperatures of ~800°C in upper amphibolite an d granulite facies 
regardless of peak pressure, the presence of wide spread low-pressure, high-
temperature metamorphic terranes, and a weak lower and middle crust 
susceptible to orogenic flow and collapse. The implications of this thermal 
structure of the crust set the thermal context for the processes evaluated in the 
subsequent two chapters.   
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Deformation processes within magmatic arcs have been among the 
most hotly debated topics in the structural geology and tectonics (c.f. 
Patterson et al 1991), and have persisted since nearly the beginning of 
geology as a science (Hutton 1794). Key questions related to the role of 
deformation in arcs are the interaction of far field effects like relative plate 
motions with near field effects like magma buoyancy, and how these 
interactions affect strain partitioning. The role of inherited zones of weakness 
in the crust and upper mantle strongly influences these processes, as does the 
thermal and rheological state of the lithosphere when deformation occurs. 
Chapter 2 of this thesis focuses on three plutonic bodies in the Gardner Canal 
area that were emplaced in less than 10 Ma and developed distinctly different 
structures that appear to reflect changes in the arc related to both near-field 
and far-field processes. The Kitlope pluton on the southern edge of the study 
area intruded as east-west trending near vertical sheets that reflect partitioning 
of dextral transpressive strain at 61 Ma. The Quottoon pluton was emplaced at 
~60 Ma along the Coast shear-zone, a ~1200 km zone shear-zone that cuts 
the Coast Mountains, reflecting the effects of crustal anisotropy and 
convergent tectonics on controlling pluton geometry. The Chief Mathew’s 
pluton was emplaced as sub horizontal sills reflecting a switch from a 
dominantly convergent to an extensional deformation regime after 60 Ma.  
Chapter 3 was motivated by another fundamental question in geological 
sciences: how are high grade metamorphic rocks produced and exhumed 
during orogenesis? Uplift and exhumation of metamorphic terranes has been 
linked to crustal shortening (Hollister 1982, Hollister 1993), crustal extension 
(e.g. Armstrong 1982), and transpression zones (e.g. Leloup et al 1995). The 
development of the theory of plate tectonics placed emphasis on tectonic 
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deformation driven by relative horizontal motions as being primarily 
responsible for uplift and erosion of metamorphic rocks (e.g. England and 
Houseman 1988). Recent studies (Molnar and Lyon-Caen 1988, Jones et al 
1996, England and Molnar 1997, Flesch et al 2000) have emphasized that 
horizontal displacements of plates coupled with lateral variations in 
gravitational potential energy are needed to explain the patterns of 
deformation observed in many mountain belts. Furthermore, the interaction of 
erosion at the surface of the earth with tectonic deformation is now recognized 
to be a fundamental driver of exhumation in currently active mountain belts 
(Beaumont et al 2001, Koons et al 2002). Chapter 3 studies aspects of the 
exhumation of the high grade metamorphic rocks, and pressure-temperature-
path followed by the plutons and their host rocks. The study is based on 
quantitative petrology, cooling ages and geochemistry. At the end of this 
chapter a model for the exhumation of the whole Canadian Cordillera is 
proposed. 
The overall tectonic history of the Coast Mountains based on the results 
of this study and others is that convergent margin tectonics and crustal 
thickening occurred between 110 and 70 Ma across the Coast Mountains. 
After crustal thickening, the Coast Mountains were affected by synorogenic 
extension and extrusion of high-grade rocks between 57 and 48 Ma. This 
stage overlaps the final stages of arc magmatism that resulted in the evolution 
and development of the continental crust that is observed today. 
The work presented in this thesis is mainly based on fieldwork 
performed at Gardner Canal and Kitlope Lake areas. Two field campaigns to 
the areas were performed. The field work was conducted by helicopter, boat, 
and 4-wheel drive trucks, given that most of the places we visited were 
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remote. The field campaigns provided the fundamental data on which this 
thesis is based including: geological maps; samples for chemistry, radiometric 
ages, micro-structural, and petrological analyses; and structural 
measurements needed for tectonic analysis.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 
NEAR ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS IN THE MIDDLE AND LOWER CRUST 
INDUCED BY MELT MIGRATION 
 
The thermal structure of the crust plays a fundamental role strongly 
influencing deformation, metamorphism and plutonism (Thompson 1999, 
Gerbi et al 2006, Sandiford et al 1991). Models for the geothermal gradient in 
stable crust predict a steady increase of temperature with depth. This thermal 
structure is incompatible with observations from high-temperature 
metamorphic terranes exhumed in orogens (Thompson 1999, Patiño-Douce et 
al 1990, Hollister 1982, De Yoreo et al 1991). Global compilations (Pattison et 
al 2003) of peak conditions in high-temperature metamorphic terranes define 
relatively narrow ranges of peak temperatures over a wide range in pressure, 
for both isothermal decompression and isobaric cooling paths. Here we 
develop simple 1-d thermal models that include the effects of melt migration. 
These models show that long-lived plutonism results in a quasi-steady-state 
geotherm with: 1) a rapid temperature increase in the upper crust and nearly 
isothermal conditions in the middle and lower crust; 2) upward advection of 
heat by melt that generates granulite facies metamorphism, and 3) widespread 
andalusite-sillimanite metamorphism in the upper crust. Once the quasi-
steady-state thermal profile is reached, the middle and lower crust are greatly 
weakened due to high temperatures and anatectic conditions, thus setting the 
stage for gravitational collapse (Molnar and Lyon-Caen 1988), exhumation and 
isothermal decompression after the onset of plutonism. Near-isothermal  
*Originally published as: Depine, G.V., Andronicos, C., Phipps-Morgan, J., 2008. Near 
isothermal conditions in the middle and lower crust induced by melt migration. Nature, 452: 
80-83. 
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conditions in the middle and lower crust result from the thermal buffering effect 
of dehydration melting reactions that, in part, control the shape of the 
geotherm. 
Pressure-temperature (P-T) estimates in andalusite-sillimanite 
metamorphic belts and middle crustal granulite terranes predict unreasonably 
hot geothermal gradients if one assumes a purely conductive geotherm, 
steadily increasing with depth (Figure 1.1D). Here, we demonstrate the shape 
of a more realistic geotherm in crust undergoing extensive partial melting and 
high temperature metamorphism. The abundance of plutons and batholiths 
associated with migmatites and granulites in these terranes suggest that heat 
transport by pervasive flow of magma through the crust plays a significant role 
in shaping the metamorphic geotherm (Gerbi et al 2006, De Yoreo et al 1991, 
Leitch and Weinberg 2002, and references therein). Decompression melting 
caused by post-thickening crustal extension has often been called upon to 
explain the low-pressure high-temperature metamorphism found in some of 
these terrains (Thompson 1999). In contrast, field studies of terranes with 
isobaric cooling P-T paths demonstrate that migmatite formation, granulites, 
and plutonism formed prior to exhumation and uplift (Harley 1989). 
Concentration of radioactive elements during crustal thickening can, given 
enough time, cause melting of mica rich lithologies (Patiño-Douce et al 1990, 
Huerta et al 1996). However, additional heat sources are required to induce 
large degrees of anatexis in amphibolite bulk compositions (Thompson 1999, 
Sandiford et al 1991, De Yoreo et al 1991), the likely crustal protolith of calc-
alkaline plutonic suites (Thompson 1999, López and Castro 2001). 
Mechanisms that have been proposed in the literature to increase the mantle  
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Figure 1.1: 1-D numerical models showing evolution of predicted crustal 
geotherms through time as a function of mantle heat flux, melt focusing, and 
lower crustal solidus relations. Bold lines represent geotherms every 3 Ma, 
starting at the initial steadily-increasing with depth geotherm perturbed at 55 
km with a temperature of 1250°C. The thin dashed li nes represent the solidus 
curve in A-D and other metamorphic reactions in D. Dots represent P-T 
estimates of worldwide granulites corrected for retrograde exchange (Pattison 
et al 2003). Three examples are shown: A) A model for a mantle heat flux of 
120 mWm-2 and amphibolite dehydration melting curve. The quasi-steady-
state is reached after 37.7 Ma. B) A model including melt focusing by a factor 
of two with a mantle heat flux of 47.5 mWm-2, the quasi-steady-state is 
reached after 25.5 Ma. C) A model using the hornblende + quartz +/- 
plagioclase dehydration melting curve as the solidus for the crust. In this case 
focusing of the melt by a factor of two with a mantle heat flux of 65 mWm-2 is 
also required for the ‘hot’ threshold geotherm. The quasi-steady-state is 
arrived after 25.7 Ma. We note that this model best fits P-T estimates from 
worldwide granulite terranes. D) Comparison between geotherms predicted 
from surface heat flow measurements and calculated melt-enhanced 
geotherm from model 1. The grey field includes the general region of 
andalusite-sillimanite type metamorphism (Pattison and Tracy 1991). Note that 
simply conductive geotherms extrapolated from surface heat flow 
measurements do not intersect conditions recorded by most granulites or 
andalusite-sillimanite metamorphic belts. Also plotted are reaction curves 
relevant for granulite facies metamorphism (Pattison et al 2003).
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heat flux in granulite terranes include: 1) mantle plume activity (Chardon et al 
2002, Gibson and Stevens 1998), 2) post-thickening extensional collapse 
and/or erosional thinning (Thompson 1999, Thompson et al 2001), 3) pre-
thickening extension (De Yoreo et al 1991), 4) lower crustal delamination (Kay 
and Kay 1993), or 5) subduction of an active spreading ridge (Brown 1998). 
In this paper we model the thermal structure of thickened crust 
undergoing partial melting, which results in a melt-transport-elevated geotherm 
that fits many observed features of granulite-migmatite terranes. The results 
are applicable to continental arcs and collisional orogens. These models place 
constraints on the heat flux across the Moho that is necessary to trigger 
granulite metamorphism and anatexis in the absence of changes in crustal 
thickness due to erosion, crustal thickening, extension or addition of mantle 
derived melts to the crust. The models do not depend on crustal rheology; melt 
transport mechanism or the detailed nature of deformation. We focus on 
crustally derived magmas without inclusion of melts or fluids that may be 
introduced by subduction zone processes. Although these processes are of 
importance, we choose to keep our models as simple as possible to 
emphasize interaction between melt migration, melting in the crust, and 
upward heat transport across the Moho. The shape of the melt-enhanced 
geotherm is found to strongly depend upon the shape of the solidus curve for 
a specific composition, because equilibrium melting reactions buffer 
temperature until exhaustion of one (or more) of the melting phases. The 
models assume a fluid-absent amphibolite middle and lower crust (Figure 1.1, 
Hollister and Andronicos 2006), mica-rich lithologies or fluid-present reactions 
would melt at lower temperatures.  
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Our models are constrained in particular by observations from the 
central gneiss complex (CGC) of western British Columbia (Hollister 1982, 
Hollister and Andronicos 2006, Hollister et al 2004, Andronicos et al 2003, 
Kenah and Hollister 1983). The CGC is characterized by an amphibolitic lower 
crust (Hollister 1982, Kenah and Hollister 1983), with widespread migmatitic 
gneiss and granulite intruded by calc-alkaline plutons (Hollister 1982) that 
were emplaced at middle crustal levels (~10 to 25 km deep), and which 
represent two magmatic pulses related to distinct tectonic episodes between 
85-65 and 60-52 Ma (Hollister and Andronicos 2006). During the first event, 
plutons were emplaced during transpressional to convergent tectonics 
associated with thickening of the crust to at least 55 km. Both events are 
characterized by high grade metamorphism and widespread migmatites. 
However, the second event is characterized by an additional magmatic flare-
up of voluminous igneous plutons (Andronicos et al 2003) that intruded during 
ongoing regional granulite-facies metamorphism (Kenah and Hollister 1983). 
Large-scale crustal extension dominated tectonics during the magmatic flare 
up, so that rocks followed a ‘clockwise’ isothermal P-T-t path (Hollister 1982).  
The 1-D numerical models generate predicted crustal thermal profiles 
for varying crustal melt fluxes and heat conduction across the Moho. Each 
simulation assumes that heat transfer is by conduction and by melt transport. 
The models solve the following advection-diffusion-melting equation: 
              ρ cp ∂T/∂t + ρcp W ∂T/∂y = κ ∂2T/∂y2 + ρH(y) – ρ ∆H ∂F/∂t. 
Model parameters are listed in Table 1.1. Boundary conditions are 
surface T= 0°C and basal T= 1250°C. The maximum dep th of the profile is 
varied to simulate different long-term basal mantle heat fluxes. Therefore, 
geotherms have a simple physical meaning from the top of the profile to the  
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Table 1: Constants and values used in models 
(Ho = 3.4 x 10-10 W kg-1 calculated for 80 Ma ago) 
 
κ Thermal conductivity 2.5 W °C -1 m-3 
ρ Density 2700 kg m-3 
cp Heat capacity 1170 J Kg-1 °C -1 (Hollister et al 2004) 
∆Η Latent heat 320 kJ kg-1 
W Velocity of flow Function of melt fraction: ∂F/∂t 
H Radioactive heat production H = Ho e-y/10000  (Turcotte and Schubert 2002) 
T Temperature  
t Time  
y Depth  
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Moho; but, below the Moho, the curve is a gradient representing specific 
mantle heat fluxes across the Moho that does not reflect the shape of the 
convective mantle geotherm. The larger the gradient, the higher the mantle 
heat flux, and the sooner the model arrives to the steady-state equilibrium.  
The model starts with 55 km thick crust and a near-surface geothermal 
gradient of 35°Ckm -1, similar to the surface heat flow measured in modern 
arcs(Furukawa et al 1998). An initial temperature at the crust-mantle interface 
of 1250°C (Figure 1.1) is equivalent to positioning  asthenosphere directly at 
the base of the crust. This could result from delamination, asthenospheric 
upwelling by steepening of a slab, impingement of a mantle plume or initiation 
of rifting. Our model does not depend on which process actually occurs. The 
outcome is rapid cooling of the uppermost mantle until the mantle heat flux 
achieves a quasi-steady state value determined by the thickness of the mantle 
‘lid’, which simulates the formation of a dynamically maintained layer of mantle 
lithosphere. Transfer of heat from the mantle to the crust triggers melting in the 
lower crust. The Moho evolves from 1250°C to the cr ustal solidus temperature 
due to thermal-buffering of melting. In amphibolite, melt is assumed to 
accumulate to a threshold of 10 vol.%, at which point the melt migrates to 13 
km, advecting upward heat in the crust-derived melts. Crust below 13 km is 
displaced downwards to replace the ascending melt, as a simple mass 
balance. 
Two end-member scenarios occur, depending on the heat input from 
the mantle (Figure 1.1 and 1.2A). In the first scenario, the depth to the 1250oC 
isotherm (bottom of the model) was chosen to produce a mantle heat flux of 
~120 mWm-2 at the quasi-steady state (Figure 1.1A). With these conditions a 
pluton forms at 13 km within 5 Ma of the tectonic perturbation and starts 
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diffusing heat downward into the colder lower crust. After 35 Ma, the model 
arrives at the quasi-steady-state profile. The needed mantle heat input is 
equivalent to that from intruding 0.93 km of basalt per Ma for 35 Ma (i.e. 32.5 
km of basaltic underplating). This scenario would require extraordinarily hot 
mantle heat fluxes and/or volumes of basaltic underplating that are not often 
found in orogens. 
For a mantle heat input lower than 120 mWm-2 extensive crustal 
melting does not occur and granulites in the middle crust are not generated in 
realistic geological time scales (<35 Ma, Figure 1.2A). In order to generate 
extensive crustal melting and granulite formation under conditions of reduced 
mantle heat input, we found that focusing of crustal melt into the column is 
needed to produce partial melting and high temperature metamorphism that 
results in our second end member scenario. To simulate melt focusing, more 
melt is migrated from the model base to accumulate in a mid-crustal pluton 
than is generated in the 1-d crustal column. This is equivalent to bringing melt 
laterally from adjacent regions at the base of the crust. For common mantle 
heat fluxes in orogens (<100mWm-2) and geologically reasonable time spans 
(<35 Ma), we found that melt must be focused by a factor of at least 1.3 
(Figure 1.2A). As an example, if melt is focused by a factor of two, a quasi-
steady state is predicted to occur after 25.5 Ma for a mantle heat flux of 47.5 
mWm-2 (Figure 1.1B). Therefore, melt focusing can greatly lower the 
requirement of a high heat flux across the Moho (Figure 1.2A), indicating that 
this scenario is geologically more permissive. 
The results of these models reproduce geotherms that pass at the 
lower temperature end of P-T data compiled from many granulite terranes 
(Figure 1.1). This is likely due to the limitations of our models, which assume  
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Figure 1.2: Comparison between mantle heat fluxes and the time to the onset 
of the quasi-steady-state melt-enhanced geotherm. A) Results using the 
amphibolite solidus curve. Each curve represents different melt focusing 
factors. The top curve has no melt focusing and represents the first end-
member discussed in the text, where extremely high mantle inputs (<120 mW 
m-2) are required. The following curves represent the second case scenario 
discussed in the text, where melt focusing leads to geotherms that match P-T 
estimates from the lower temperature end of granulite terranes. B) Results 
using the hornblende + quartz +/- plagioclase melting curve, which matches P-
T estimates from many granulite terranes. In this case higher mantle heat 
fluxes are required as well as a longer time span (minimum 20 Ma) in order to 
generate the melt-enhanced geotherm. As seen in Figure 1.1C, these 
conditions better match P-T data from granulite terranes. 
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melting is continuous in a fixed composition and that no phases are 
exhausted. In nature, melting would change mineral composition and exhaust  
one or more phases in the rocks incrementally changing the solidus to higher 
temperatures, which would relax the constraint of thermal buffering during 
melting. In Figure 1.1C, we investigate melting of hornblende + quartz ± 
plagioclase, which occurs at higher T than the amphibolite solidus in fig. 1D. 
P-T estimates from natural (Figure 1.1C) granulite terranes overlap this 
geotherm, but some record temperatures up to 200o C hotter.  This geotherm 
requires focusing of melt by a factor of 1.5 (Figure 1.2B). For example, a 
minimum mantle heat flux of 65 mWm-2 is required when focusing by a factor 
of 2. The time to get to the quasi-steady-state geotherm using this solidus 
curve takes longer (> 20Ma) than when using the amphibolite solidus curve (> 
15Ma, compare Figure 1.2A with Figure 1.2B). Clearly granulite terranes that 
record these conditions have undergone extraordinary processes to result in 
such high crustal temperatures. 
A possible mechanism for melt focusing is crustal flow (Hollister and 
Andronicos 2006, Andronicos et al 2003, Beaumont et al 2001, Rabinowicz 
and Vigneresse 2004). Many tectonic environments are thought to result in 
melt focusing, including spreading at mid-ocean ridges (Morgan 1987), 
continental arcs (Hollister and Andronicos 2006), extensional tectonic settings 
(MacCready et al 1997), mantle plumes (Morgan 1987), and transpressive 
fault zones (Brown and Solar 1998). Strike-slip shear-zones can also act as 
corridors for melt focusing in ductile environments (Hutton 1988). Orogen 
parallel transport is a common feature in modern convergent margins, where 
31% of convergent margins have oblique convergence sufficient to generate 
transcurrent displacements (Patchett and Chase 2002). Note that our thermal 
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modelling can also capture the thermal effects of focused additions of basaltic 
magmas into a batholith, where the amount of focusing would reflect the ratio 
of basalt to calc-alkaline melts into the batholith. For simplicity, we have 
assumed that no basalt is added. 
The models show that the thermal evolution in granulite crustal 
environments was profoundly shaped by melt migration and pluton 
construction. These results are similar to previous studies which concluded 
that partial melting in the crust and granulite facies metamorphism requires 
elevated mantle heat fluxes and pervasive melt migration through the crust 
(Thompson 1999, De Yoreo et al 1991, Leitch and Weinberg 2002, Hodges et 
al 1988). Our models highlight the important roles of heat transport by melt 
migration, and of thermal buffering by crustal anatexis as originally suggested 
by studies of metamorphism in the Himalaya (Hodges et al 1988), and 
modelled by Stüwe (1995). Extreme conditions in large hot orogens typified by 
granulite facies metamorphism, low-pressure high-temperature metamorphic 
belts and calc-alkaline batholiths are therefore likely to result from large fluxes 
of magma through the crustal column. 
The required processes of basaltic underplating, asthenospheric 
impingement and melt focusing remain cryptic in the geologic record, yet our 
models imply they may be common in orogenic settings, as has been inferred 
from numerous studies of high temperature metamorphic terranes (Thompson 
1999, Leitch and Weinberg 2002, Harley 1989, MacCready et al 1997). The 
models show the predicted shape of the resultant geotherms which have the 
following implications for metamorphic and tectonic process. The quasi-steady 
state profiles (Figure 1.1D) have very steep surface geothermal gradients of 
more than 50°C/km consistent with the generation of  andalusite-sillimanite 
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metamorphic terranes and consistent with observations of peak conditions in 
many contact aureoles (Pattison and Tracy 1991). Melt migration and pluton 
construction cause the entire middle and lower crust to reach temperatures of 
~800°C and the lowest 12 km of the crust to be part ially molten. These 
conditions are similar to those estimated for many high-grade metamorphic 
terranes (Pattison et al 2003, Harley 1989). Our models show that linear 
extrapolation of geothermal gradients is only applicable to the upper portions 
of the crust in active tectonic settings and that the middle and lower crust 
experience near isothermal conditions buffered by the melting temperatures of 
the crustal rocks. Melt-laden middle and lower crust produce conditions that 
favor orogenic instability, and may be a necessary precondition for late 
orogenic extensional collapse and/or lower crustal flow. For terranes where 
collapse occurs, exhumation would follow the pressure peak and be nearly- 
isothermal because the entire middle and lower crust is hot. Thus 
exceptionally fast exhumation rates are not necessary for nearly-isothermal 
decompression. Slowly exhumed orogens that stay at high temperatures for 
long time periods (>10s of Ma, Shaw et al 2005) can also be explained by 
exhumation along a quasi-steady-state melt-enhanced geotherm. For terranes 
that do not collapse, isobaric heating and cooling paths would be followed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
RESPONSE OF SYNOROGENIC PLUTONS IN THE MIDDLE CRUST OF 
CONTINENTAL MAGMATIC ARCS TO REGIONAL TECTONIC CHANGES: 
AN EXAMPLE FROM THE COAST MOUNTAINS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
 
I. Abstract 
The Coast Mountains of British Columbia, Canada, record an increase 
in magmatic activity, acceleration in the exhumation rate, and a change from 
transpression to extension between ~60 and 52 Ma. We studied three mid-
crustal plutons located at the southern termination of the central gneiss 
complex that intruded during this time period. We derive conclusions about the 
role of preexisting structures on melt migration, pluton emplacement 
mechanisms, and strain partitioning during changing tectonic conditions. The 
study is based on structural analysis of fabrics developed in the plutons and 
country-rocks. The Quottoon and Kitlope plutons (~60 Ma) have nearly-vertical 
foliations and lineations consistent with vertical flow of magmas during N-S 
shortening with a flattening component to strain, in a transpressional regime. 
The Chief Matthew’s pluton (~57 Ma) intruded with sub-horizontal foliation and 
radially distributed lineations consistent with sub-vertical flattening, during 
extension. The change in orientations of the structures represents an almost 
orthogonal rotation of the shortening direction in the area. We envision the 
initiation of the transposition of the foliation by the development of melt-filled 
tension fractures perpendicular to the foliation. These structures locally 
change the orientation of the incremental strain axis and attract melt, trigger 
horizontal flow, and eventually form sub-horizontal plutons, like the Chief 
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Matthew’s pluton. The Coast shear-zone is present in the study area and 
acted as the conduit that focused and fed the melts that formed the sub-
vertical plutons. The space for the intrusion of plutons in an overall 
compressional environment is created by partitioning the deformation around 
the plutons into domains of flattening, simple-shear, and constrictional strain. 
Patterns of deformation around the plutons are strongly three dimensional and 
reflect the interaction of magma transport and regional deformation. 
 
II. Introduction  
The formation and emplacement of plutons is the principal mechanism 
by which continental crust differentiates and evolves (Paterson and Fowler 
1993, Brown and Solar 1998). It is also one of the least understood geological 
processes because “pluton formation” cannot be studied as an active process 
except by geophysical remote sensing. Laboratory experiments cannot easily 
simulate pluton emplacement because they lack the complexity of nature 
(Cruden 1988, Paterson and Fowler 1993); moreover, it is impossible to 
reproduce the geological strain rates that govern the segregation and 
emplacement of melts (Paterson and Fowler 1993). Numerical models give 
insight into the problem, but still make assumptions that may not be justified in 
nature (Bittner and Schmeling 1995). Therefore, field observations of exhumed 
middle crustal plutons are one of the best approaches to constrain the 
processes that control pluton emplacement.  
Several studies (e.g. Hollister and Crawford 1986, Karlstrom 1989) 
have pointed out that magma generation, migration and emplacement occurs 
synchronously with regional tectonic deformation in orogenic belts. 
Furthermore, many studies have concluded that there are feedbacks between 
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metamorphism, plutonism and deformation (Hollister 1993, Karlstrom and 
Williams 1993, Chardon 2003, Andronicos et al 2003). Pluton emplacement 
occurs in a variety of tectonic environments including contractional orogenic 
belts, raising the question of how space is made for plutons in dominantly 
compressive stress fields. Many plutons have been correlated with shear-
zones and regional scale deformation, pointing to a close association between 
deformation and pluton generation and emplacement (Hutton 1987, Karlstrom 
and Bowring 1993, Kirby et al 1995, Ingram and Hutton 1994), although some 
have questioned this correlation (Paterson and Schmidt 1999).  
The Coast Mountains of British Columbia have proven to be an 
outstanding natural laboratory to study orogenic processes, including pluton 
emplacement (Hollister and Andronicos 2006). For instance, interactions 
between deformation and plutonism (Hollister and Crawford 1986, Ingram and 
Hutton 1994) and plutonism and metamorphism (Hollister 1982, Hollister 
1993) have been well documented. The processes that control pluton 
emplacement have also been extensively studied (Klepeis et al 1998, 
Andronicos et al 2003, Chardon et al 1999, Chardon 2003). This paper 
presents detailed field studies of plutons in the Coast plutonic complex of 
British Columbia, Canada (Figure 2.1), that provide significant insight into the 
structure of a relatively unstudied segment of the Coast Mountains batholith. 
Our analysis is focused on field relationships between the plutons and their 
country-rocks, the geometry of the bodies in relationship to the inferred 
tectonic regime at the time of emplacement, and the role of shear-zones and 
preexistent structures in emplacement of the magmas. Our results document 
the complex kinematic patterns that develop during plutonism and highlight the 
role of magma emplacement in controlling the architecture of the middle crust.  
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Figure 2.1: Map of western North America. The yellow area is the North
American Cordillera. The red areas represent Mesozoic batholith complexes.
Green marks the Columbia River and Snake River plain flood-basalts. Major
faults are shown. Map modified from Chardon et al 1999.
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III. Tectonic overview of the Coast Mountains of British Columbia 
The Coast Mountains are located on the western side of the Canadian 
Cordillera. They track the complete tectonic evolution of an orogen from its 
formation by subduction and collision to its exhumation and uplift (Hollister 
1982, Hollister and Andronicos 2006). The rocks that constitute the orogenic 
belt today are metamorphic and igneous rocks and extend for more than a 
thousand kilometers along the North American margin (Hollister and 
Andronicos 2006). The quality and extent of these outcrops make the Coast 
Mountains an excellent place to study middle crustal processes during 
orogenesis and pluton emplacement. 
During the Mesozoic a series of elongated terrains (e.g. Stikine, 
Wrangell and Alexander) collided along the western Canadian Cordillera 
(Johnston 2001). The final terrains to collide compose the Insular 
Superterrane (Alexander, Wrangelia, and Taku terranes, and Gravina belt). 
The timing of the final docking of the terranes is still a subject of discussion, 
but most evidence points to assembly during the middle Cretaceous (Rubin 
and Saleeby 1992, Crawford et al 1987) followed by large magnitude right 
lateral coastwise displacements (Irving et al 1996, Enkin 2006). The 
magnitude of coastwise displacement is not well constrained, but conservative 
estimates suggest ~1000 km (Butler et al 2002), whereas paleomagnetic data 
suggest as much as 3000 km of displacement (Enkin 2006).  
The localization of transpression from the amalgamation of terranes 
resulted in two orogen parallel belts of high-grade metamorphic rocks and 
associated arc-related plutons, the Omineca and the Coast belts. The two 
belts are separated by the interior plateau of British Columbia. However, the 
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timing of much of their deformation, metamorphism and plutonism is 
synchronous suggesting tectonic linkage between these two belts.  
During the Late Cretaceous and early Tertiary (~90 Ma to ~50 Ma) the 
sense of shear across regional scale, northwest striking, strike-slip faults was 
dextral and focused within several crustal scale shear-zones (Struik 1992, 
Andronicos et al 2003, Figure 2.1). These include the Tintina- Northern Rocky 
Mountain Trench and Pinchi faults along the eastern side of the Interior 
plateau, and the Fraser and Yalakolm faults in southern British Columbia 
(Gabrielse 1985, Price and Carmichael 1986, Struik 1992, Umhoefer and 
Klienspehn 1995). The Coast shear-zone in the Coast belt has a complex 
kinematic history with right lateral transpression (Andronicos et al 1999; 
McClelland and Mattinson 2000) followed by reverse and normal dip-slip 
displacements (Ingram and Hutton 1994, Klepeis et al 1998, Rusmore et al 
2005).  
The crust was significantly thickened by the contractional to 
transpressional deformation that occurred during this time interval (90-50 Ma) 
(Hutchison 1982, Crawford et al 1987, Thomas and Sinha 1999, Hollister and 
Andronicos 2006). In the Coast Mountains, magmatism and amphibolite to 
granulite grade metamorphism was focused east of the Coast shear-zone 
during this time interval (Hollister and Andronicos 1997). At ~60 Ma the 
magmatic flux increased resulting in a magmatic flare-up that lasted until 50 
Ma, when a large volume of plutons was emplaced within the Coast 
Mountains, and regions to the east. This event was accompanied by fast 
exhumation of several metamorphic core complexes within the Omineca belt, 
including the Wolverine complex (Struik 1992); the Shuswap Complex (Parrish 
et al 1988); the Horseranch Range (Plint et al 1992). The Coast Mountains 
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batholith was also exhumed at this time (Hollister 1982, Hollister 1993, 
Andronicos et al 2003).  
The Coast shear-zone is the most prominent structure in the Coast 
Mountains because it separates rocks with contrasting magmatic, 
metamorphic and structural histories (Crawford and Hollister 1982, Figure 2.2). 
West of the Coast shear-zone amphibolite facies rocks cooled rapidly following 
pluton emplacement (Crawford et al 1979 and 1987). These rocks were 
reheated to the greenschist facies (~250 to 300°C) in the interval 65-50 Ma 
due to uplift of hot rocks on the east side of the Coast shear-zone (Hollister et 
al 2004). East of the Coast shear-zone rocks record their thermal peak at this 
time (Hollister 1993).  
The metamorphic rocks, east of the Coast shear-zone, that host the late 
Cretaceous and early Tertiary plutons are referred to as the central gneiss 
complex (Hutchison 1982, Hollister and Andronicos 2000, Figure 2.2). The 
central gneiss complex is a high-grade metamorphic terrane and extends from 
southeastern Alaska to the Kitlope Lake area, south of Gardner Canal. The 
central gneiss complex is characterized by peak temperatures of >700°C, 
peak pressures of >8 kbar, and a clockwise P-T path marked by isothermal 
decompression and cooling ages for hornblende and biotite of <52 Ma 
(Hollister 1982, Hollister and Andronicos 2000, Andronicos et al 2003, 
Rusmore et al 2005). These features suggest that rocks that extend for more 
than a thousand kilometers along strike, all experienced a metamorphic event 
in the upper amphibolite to granulite facies, in the late Cretaceous to early 
Tertiary during extensive intrusion of plutons (Andronicos et al 2003, Johnston 
and Canil, 2007, Rusmore et al 2005). 
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Figure 2.2: Simplified geologic map of the Coast Mountains between 52° and
56°. Modified form Hollister and Andronicos 2006.
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One of the most studied batholiths east of the Coast shear-zone is the 
Quottoon pluton, which is the southernmost extension of the “Great tonalite 
sill” (Brew and Ford 1981, Ingram and Hutton 1994, Figure 2.2). The Great 
tonalite sill is an orogen-parallel batholith which extends from southeast 
Alaska to British Columbia. It intrudes the northeastern side of the Coast shear 
zone for nearly a 1200 km with an average width of <25 km (Thomas and 
Sinha 1999). The batholith is composed of physically and chemically distinct 
steep tabular plutons emplaced in close spatial association during the 
deformation of the Coast-shear zone prior to the complete crystallization of the 
magmas (Ingram and Hutton 1994, Thomas and Sinha 1999, Andronicos et al 
1999). This batholith intruded late kinematically during active NE-SW directed 
contraction (Ingram and Hutton 1994, McClelland et al 1992, Klepeis et al 
1998, Andronicos et al 1999).  
The Gamsby Complex (Figure 2.2) bounds the central gneiss complex 
to the east. Mt. Gamsby records Jurassic deformation and superimposition of 
deformation (Hamblock 2006). An early flat foliation associated with 
recumbent folds is overprinted by vertical NW-SE trending vertical folds. The 
last deformation is linked to the intrusion of a tonalite with a zircon age of 
155.3 ± 2.7 Ma (Table 2.1). The older deformation is estimated to be older, 
based on a 188.1 ± 3.3 Ma quartz diorite postdating the recumbent folds 
(Hamblock 2006). The final structural pattern encountered at Mt. Gamsby are 
folded domains of flat and steep foliations, which are preserved because no 
younger deformation occurred in the area. 
In this paper we focus on the structure of southern termination of the 
central gneiss complex and analyze the plutons that intruded in the area 
during the early Tertiary magmatic flare-up. We also show a detailed  
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Table 2.1: Zircon crystallization ages present in the area 
 
Pluton Age (Ma) Error (Ma) 
Quottoon 59.5 1.6 
Chief Matthew's 58.2 0.9 
Chief Matthew's 55.6 0.9 
Kitlope 61.1 1.2 
Diorite Gamsby 188.1 3.3 
Tonalite Gamsby 155.3 2.7 
Dike Gamsby 52.0 2.8 
Orthogneiss 96.8 2.1 
Orthogneiss 125.4 3.3 
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description of the kinematics during plutons emplacement and the deformation 
in the country-rocks.  
 
IV. Structure of the southern termination of the central gneiss complex  
Gardner Canal is a fjord formed during the last Cenozoic glaciation in 
Coastal British Columbia (Figure 2.3). The Canal extends for ~110 kilometers 
from the Kitlope Lake to Douglas Channel, and provides access to a transect 
through the central gneiss complex and the associated plutonic bodies. 
Curved segments and numerous bays of Gardner Canal provide access to 
across strike and strike parallel sections of the structure of the area. A regional 
map of the area was originally completed by Roddick (1970) as part of the 
Coast Mountains mapping project. In this work we provide a more detailed 
analysis of the structure at Gardner Canal focused on the kinematics and finite 
strain pattern recorded in this segment of the orogen. The work is based on 
detailed mapping of a ~40 kilometer transect from Europa Bay to Queen Point. 
Kitlope Lake is located at the southern termination of Gardner Canal (Figure 
2.3). Two different mountain ranges were studied in detail on ridges above 
each side of the Kitlope Lake.  
The rocks at Gardner Canal and Kitlope Lake are upper amphibolite 
facies orthogneiss and amphibolite interlayered with rare paragneiss. The 
protoliths of the amphibolite and paragneiss are supracrustal and may, at least 
locally, correlate with rocks of the Stikine terrane. The rocks are deformed 
profoundly with protoliths varying from coarse-grained plutonic rocks to mixed 
metasedimentary rocks. These rocks are often cross-cut by pegmatitic and 
aplitic dikes that intruded prior to the last deformation phase. Less common 
are layers of paragneiss, which are easily spotted in the field by their  
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Figure 2.3: Geologic map of the southern termination of the central gneiss 
complex. The map shows areas and points of references mentioned in the 
text. Also shown are the sample locations mentioned in the text. 
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characteristic rusty weathering. Another type of rock found in the area is calc-
silicate, which weathers a characteristic green color due to the abundance of 
epidote and diopside in the rocks.  
Three main plutonic bodies are present in the area: 1) A granodiorite 
correlated to the Quottoon pluton; 2) a granodiorite named in this paper the 
Chief Matthew’s Pluton; and 3) a granodiorite called the Kitlope Pluton in the 
south (Figure 2.3). There are nine localities with radiometric zircon ages in the 
area (Table 2.1, Gehrels et al in revision). One zircon age corresponds to the 
Quottoon pluton, and is 59.5 ± 1.6 Ma. Two ages correspond to the Chief 
Matthew’s pluton and are 55.6 ± 0.9 and 58.2 ± 0.9 Ma. The Kitlope Pluton 
has an age of 61.1 ± 1.2 Ma. Other two ages are of orthogneiss of the central 
gneiss complex and are 96.8 ± 2.1 and 125.4 ± 3.3 Ma. The final three ages 
correspond to the Gamsby complex, and are a quartz diorite of 188.1 ± 3.3 
Ma, a tonalite of 155.3 ± 2.7 Ma, and a younger dike of 52 ± 2.8 Ma. Even 
though the average age difference between the Quottoon, Kitlope, and Chief 
Matthew’s plutons is only ~4 Ma, the tectonic strains and orientations which 
dominated the individual intrusions and the kinematics are very different as will 
be shown below. 
For this reason, the structure of the termination of the central gneiss 
complex is described with emphasis on these three main plutons and the 
deformation of the country-rocks around them. This integrated study is useful 
given that the country-rocks record information that has been erased from the 
pluton given its molten character. Moreover, the deformation of the country-
rocks is the key to unravel the mechanisms by which a pluton makes room for 
its intrusion.  
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IV.A. Kitlope Pluton (~61 Ma) and country-rocks 
The Kitlope pluton is a granodiorite that intruded into the central gneiss 
complex. The northern contact of the pluton is nearly vertical and strikes E-W 
(Figure 2.3-2.4). The intrusion consists of discrete sheets of granodiorite 
interrupted by (rare) screens of orthogneiss and amphibolite, similar in many 
ways to the Quottoon pluton to the north. However, the Kitlope pluton is not as 
intensely deformed, and has many regions which preserve pristine magmatic 
fabrics.  
The pluton varies from foliated to non-foliated (SK) with the strongest 
solid-state foliations occurring near its contacts and near country rock screens. 
In many places the foliation is concordant with country rock fabrics, but in 
some places the pluton crosscuts fabrics attesting to deformation prior to the 
intrusion of the pluton. Fabrics within the pluton show a complete transition 
from solid-state foliation near the contacts to magmatic foliation in the interior. 
Foliations vary from N-S along its western side to E-W with consistent steep to 
subvertical dips towards the eastern side of the Kitlope Lake, at Mt. Blane 
(Figure 2.4).  
Mineral lineations (LK) within the pluton are defined by oriented biotite 
and hornblende. On the west side of Kitlope Lake, mineral orientations are 
variable, but generally steeply plunging (Figure 2.4). This variability is also 
found in the country-rocks, where the lineations are also defined by elongate 
minerals such as hornblende and biotite. At Mt. Blane, on the east side of 
Kitlope Lake, the lineations define a girdle parallel to the foliation plane with a 
west plunging maximum (Figure 2.4).  
On the west side of the Kitlope Lake, the foliation is folded into open 
folds defined by screens of country rocks. These folds (FK) have steeply  
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plunging hinges sub-parallel to the mineral lineation in this area (Figure 2.4). 
The approximate orientation for the fold axial plane is E-W, which is consistent 
with the general E-W striking foliation seen in the pluton at Mt. Blane farther to 
the east.  
The northern contact of the pluton on the west side of Kitlope Lake is 
characterized by the presence of an intrusive breccia, made up of two phases 
of the Kitlope pluton (Figure 2.5a). Within the country rocks to the north of the 
breccia the foliation is northwest striking. South of the breccia, the foliation 
within the pluton strikes ~E-W with steep dips similar to the orientations to the 
east at Mt. Blane. In contrast to the contact on the west side of Kitlope Lake, 
the contact at Mt. Blane is sharp and concordant between the country rocks 
and the pluton. At the contact with the country rocks, the pluton has well 
developed solid state foliation which decreases in intensity to a magmatic 
alignment of feldspar in the interior of the pluton. This transition occurs within 
500 m of the contact.  
   
Kinematics 
At Mt. Blane, shear-bands were recognized in the pluton by offsets in 
dikes and country-rock screens, or by the deflection of the foliation (Figure 
2.5b). Two populations of strike-slip shear-bands were recognized which had a 
conjugate geometry. When plotted in stereographic projection, the acute angle 
made by the intersection of right-lateral and left-later shear-bands is bisected 
by the average foliation plane for the area (Figure 2.4). This observation is 
consistent with formation of the shear-bands at the same time as the formation 
of the foliation. This geometry is consistent with N-S shortening across the  
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Figure 2.5: Mesoscale and Microscale pictures of structures found in the 
rocks of study. (a) Agmatite breccia located at the contact of the Kitlope pluton 
with the country-rocks to the north, at the western margin of the Kitlope Lake. 
The fragments and the matrix belong to the Kitlope pluton. (b) Reverse shear-
band in the Kitlope pluton cutting mafic dike and also the deflection in the 
foliation in the orthogneiss. The shear-band is filed with melt. (c) Melt filling 
tension gashes perpendicular to the nearly-vertical foliation of the Quottoon 
pluton. (d) Folded boudins in amphibolite at locality 2. The boudin necks were 
reactivated as reverse shear-bands filled with melt during folding and intrusion 
of the Quottoon pluton. The fold asymmetry is consistent with top to the NE 
sense of shear. (e) Photomicrograph of plagioclase with mechanical twinning 
and bulging boundaries with quartz. Interlobate grain-boundary between 
quartz grains. (f) Photomicrograph of tiled plagioclase indicates magmatic flow 
during crystallization. (g) Isoclinal to tight folds in amphibolite at the contact 
with the Chief Matthew’s pluton at locality 3. The axial plane of the folds is 
parallel to the contact with the pluton. (h) NW-dipping shear-bands in 
amphibolite at the contact with the base of Chief Matthew’s pluton at locality 5. 
(i) L-tectonite in orthogneiss at locality 5. (j) Macrocale chocolate-tablet 
boudinage in country-rock at locality 6. (k) Country-rock at the base of the 
Chief Matthew’s pluton showing melt present deformation. The horizontal 
foliation is being boudinaged, with leucosome parallel to the foliation and filling 
boudin necks. 
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pluton country rock contact. The larger number of left-lateral shear-bands point 
to a greater left-lateral component to the deformation.  
Microscale kinematic indicators and asymmetric folds consistently show 
south-side up shear. This is consistent with the pluton being up relative to the 
country rocks (Figure 2.4). 
To summarize (Table 2.2), the Kitlope pluton has a steeply dipping 
east-west contact along its northern margin. Kinematic indicators and the 
orientation of the foliations are consistent with N-S shortening and south-side 
up shear, indicating an upward movement of the pluton during emplacement. 
The western margin of the pluton contains folded country rock screens which 
have east-west axial surfaces and steeply plunging hinges, consistent with N-
S shortening and vertical stretching. 
 
IV.B. Quottoon pluton (~60 Ma) and country-rocks  
The Quottoon pluton is found in the area between Brim River and 
Kemano Bay. The pluton is a granodiorite characterized by interleaved tabular 
plutonic bodies with steep dips and abundant country-rock screens. The 
number of country-rock screens gradually increases towards the east until the 
plutonic rock ceases to appear at Kemano Bay (Figure 2.6-2.7). Migmatites 
are common east of Brim River within the country rock screens. The 
migmatites are characterized by patches of felsic minerals with course grained 
hornblende. The patches disrupt the fabrics of the host gneiss and have 
igneous textures. The migmatites are texturally and mineralogically similar to 
migmatites found along the Skeena River to the north (Kenah and Hollister 
1983, Lappin and Hollister 1980), which are interpreted to have developed as 
a result of hornblende dehydration melting. Many of the patches are present  
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as tabular gashes at high angles to the stretching lineation in the rock 
suggesting they were melts filling tensile fractures (Figure 2.5c). 
The country rocks that host the Quottoon Pluton are intensely folded 
and contain evidence for at least two episodes of deformation (Table 2.2). At 
the margins of the Quottoon pluton asymmetric northeast vergent folds (F2) 
are common. The axial planes to the folds dip steeply to the southwest and the 
fold axis trend northwest-southeast with shallow plunges. Spatially, the folds 
become tighter as the Quottoon pluton is approached from the east. These 
folds fold an earlier gneissic foliation (S1). This gneissic foliation appears to 
have had shallow dips prior to folding. This foliation records an episode of 
intense boudinage prior to folding (F2) as indicated by the ubiquitous presence 
of folded boundins in the area between Brim River and Kemano Bay (Figure 
5d). Locally at the margins of the Quottoon pluton the boudin necks were 
reactivated during folding (F2) into reverse shear-bands filled with leucosome. 
The Quottoon pluton is also folded at the contact into cuspate/lobate folds. 
The geometry of the folds indicates that the pluton was less competent than 
the country rock suggesting that it was not completely crystallized during 
folding. We refer to the early gneissic fabric as S1, and the axial planar 
cleavage as S2. However, it is likely based on regional relationships that S1 is 
a transposition fabric (see for example Hamblock 2006). 
A well-developed mineral lineation (L2) is defined by aligned hornblende 
and biotite. The lineation defines a girdle parallel to the S2 foliation plane 
(Figure 2.7). Several outcrops within the Quottoon pluton and orthogneiss 
contain a very strong lineation so that it was difficult to define a foliation. These 
domains of strong linear fabric were found at the fold hinges within the country 
rocks, and within a particularly mylonitized section of the Quottoon pluton. 
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Boudins also occur parallel to the fold axis of F2 folds. These observations 
taken together indicate stretching parallel to the fold axis during F2 at the 
macroscale. However, the distribution of stretching lineation on a girdle 
parallel to S2 is consistent with flattening at the bulk scale (eg. Gapais et al 
1987). 
Within the Quottoon pluton there is a single well-developed foliation, 
which strikes northwest-southeast with steep western dips (Figure 2.7), 
parallel to the axial planar cleavage within host rocks. The foliation within the 
pluton is defined by the alignment of biotite, hornblende and tabular 
plagioclase grains. Microscopically the fabric is defined by aligned laths of 
plagioclase with interlobate grain boundaries with bulging microtexture (Figure 
2.5e). Chessboard extinction in quartz is widespread. Plagioclase also 
contains abundant mechanical twins, some of which include bent twinning. 
These textures are consistent with deformation at temperatures close to the 
solidus of the rock, and are similar to those described for the Quottoon pluton 
farther north (Ingram and Hutton 1994, Andronicos et al 1999).  
Going from east to west across the pluton, there is a strain gradient as 
indicated by an increase in the intensity of fabrics and changes in 
microstructure. For instance, quartz fills cracks in plagioclase located on the 
west. Quartz grains within the crack fillings have core and mantle 
microstructure, typical of deformation in regime 2 of Hirth and Tullis (1992). 
The cracks are oriented perpendicular to the lineation within the rock and are 
associated with the presence of sericite and epidote, consistent with alteration 
in the presence of fluids. This change in microstructure indicates that the strain 
gradient is associated with a decrease in temperature from west to east across 
the pluton. Similar textures and structures were interpreted by Ingram and 
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Hutton (1994) to indicate that this deformation occurred as the pluton 
solidified. 
 
Kinematics 
Kinematic indicators were recorded when found in the field; they include 
shear-bands, fold asymmetry, and sigma clasts. The kinematic interpretations 
were made on outcrop faces oriented parallel to the lineation and 
perpendicular to the foliation following the recommendations of Simpson and 
Schmidt (1983). Kinematic indicators were also studied at the microscopic 
scale in oriented thin sections. 
We used the asymmetry of F2 folds found from Brim River to Kemano 
Bay to infer large scale fold vergence. The fold asymmetry throughout the 
entire area between Brim River and Kemano Bay indicates northeast 
vergence. At Brim River (Locality 1, Figure 2.6-2.7), a series of folded 
pegmatitic dikes within plutonic rock also have asymmetry consistent with 
northeast vergence (Figure 2.7). The fact that the dikes are folded with the 
foliation indicates that the dikes are pre-tectonic with respect to the F2 folds. 
The folded boudins were also used for kinematic indicators (Locality 2, Figure 
2.6-2.5d). The boudin necks have been reactivated as reverse shear bands 
during folding, which indicates top to the northeast sense of shear, consistent 
with the fold asymmetry.  
 In summary (Table 2.2), the Quottoon pluton intruded at ~60 Ma. It 
contains a foliation which parallels the axial planar cleavage to F2 folds in the 
country rocks. The foliation strikes northwest-southeast and dips steeply 
southwest. Lineations are radially distributed within the S2 foliation plane, 
consistent with a large flattening component to the strain. The parallelism of 
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the foliation in the Quottoon pluton with the axial planar cleavage in the 
country rocks suggests these fabrics formed synchronously. This is supported 
by the cuspate lobate folds at the contact between the Quottoon pluton and its 
country rocks at Brim River. The northeast vergent folds and geometry of 
sheared boudin necks are consistent with top to the northeast reverse shear 
during F2 folding. Overprinting relationships indicate at least one phase of 
deformation (D1) in the country-rocks prior to the intrusion of the Quottoon 
pluton. This older fabric contains extensive boudins and likely had a shallow 
dip prior to folding.  
 
IV.C. Chief Matthew’s Bay Pluton (~57 Ma) and country-rocks 
The Chief Matthew’s pluton is a gently-dipping tabular pluton that 
extends from south of Kemano bay to Queen Point, including Chief Matthew’s 
Bay (Figure 2.3-2.6). The pluton consists of several discrete granodioritic sills 
that altogether account for a thickness of ~6 km (Figure 2.8). The pluton 
usually contains hornblende and biotite as mafic minerals. However, there are 
sectors of the pluton that are more felsic and are characterized by the absence 
of hornblende and the presence of larger grains of microcline up to 2.5 cm in 
length.  
At the microscopic scale, plagioclase is subhedral with tabular shape. It 
is common for the grains to be normally zoned and twinned. Quartz is 
anhedral and located in the interstices of other minerals indicating that it 
formed late in the crystallization sequence. Biotite is subhedral and has a 
pleochroism that varies from yellow to dark brown. Hornblende is subhedral 
with pleochroism that goes from light-green to dark-green and is associated  
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with biotite and titanite. K-feldspar is not very abundant, except in the 
hornblende absent sectors mentioned above.  
The pluton has both magmatic and solid state foliations. Modifications 
to the original magmatic texture of the rock are found most obviously in quartz, 
which has chessboard extinction, bulging edges, and subgrains. Feldspar has 
a relatively pristine igneous texture with only deformation twinning. However, 
plagioclase grains are imbricated (Figure 2.5f), attesting to flow during 
crystallization. Shear-bands are widespread in outcrop and thin section, 
indicating shear during intrusion of the magma. Solid state deformation is not 
widespread throughout the pluton and is most common near the margins of 
the sills. The magmatic foliation within the pluton parallels foliations in the 
country rocks. Throughout the sill complex foliations strike northwest-
southeast and dip gently southwest (Figure 2.8). 
In the country rocks that host the pluton, a new foliation (S3) is 
developed that overprints S1 and S2 (Table 2.2). This foliation is associated 
with F3 folds which are tight to isoclinal with axial planes parallel to the 
contacts with the sills (Locality 3, Figure 2.6-2.5). Within screens of gneiss 
interior to the sills the foliation is completely transposed and is parallel to 
contacts with sills. The S3 fabric is associated with intense boudinage. The 
boudin necks are filled with leucosome and granodiorite indicating deformation 
as the sills intruded. The geometry of the F3 folds is consistent with folding 
across the pluton/country rock contact.  
The lineation (L3) is best developed in the country rocks and is defined 
by alignment of elongate minerals including biotite and hornblende, elongate 
mafic enclaves, and tabular feldspars. Two different lineations were found and 
are nearly perpendicular. The most common lineation trends northwest-
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southeast and plunges shallowly. A second lineation is also present within the 
plane of shear bands. This lineation plunges moderately to shallowly to the 
southwest. The two lineations together define a girdle parallel to the mean 
foliation plane within the sill complex (Figure 2.8).   
 
Kinematics 
The two most common kinematic indicators within the Chief Matthew’s 
pluton are asymmetric shear-bands (C’) and asymmetrically tiled feldspars at 
the microscopic scale (Figure 2.5f). These structures and their kinematics are 
described in detail here.  
At the southern tip of the Chief Matthew’s Bay, the top of the Chief 
Mathew’s pluton is exposed (Locality 4, Figure 2.6-2.8). The shear-bands in 
this area strike NW-SE and dip ~30° to the SW. The sense of shear across the 
shear bands is top down to the southwest. As described above the lineation 
within the shear-bands plunge to the SW while the lineation within the foliation 
plunge to the NW. The geometry of the shear bands coupled with the shear 
bands and foliation indicate two directions of stretching. 
Mutually cross-cutting relationships show that deformation was 
synchronous with plutonism at this location and that both stretching directions 
developed during plutonism. For instance, an apophysis of the pluton cross-
cuts the foliation, but is also folded with the axial surface parallel to the local 
foliation suggesting intrusion during and across the foliation plane. 
Furthermore the shear bands offset the apophysis of granite and also have 
granitic material concentrated into the shear plane, again indicating shearing 
while melt is present. These relationships indicate that intrusion of the granite 
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occurred during foliation development and folding as well as shear-band 
development. 
Along the northeast side of Chief Mathew’s bay, near its intersection 
with Gardner Canal (Locality 5, Figure 2.6-2.8), the bottom of one of the sills 
that makes up the Chief Mathew’s pluton is exposed. Shear-bands in this area 
strike northeast and dip to the northwest. The sense of shear is top-down to 
the northwest. The contact between the country rocks and the pluton is 
concordant with both the shear-bands and the foliation (Figure 2.5h). Unlike 
the top of the pluton at the top of Chief Mathews’s Bay, the intersection of the 
foliation plane and the shear bands is normal to the stretching lineation, 
indicating that the foliation and shear bands are kinematically compatible 
(Passchier and Trouw 1996). The shear bands have a monoclinic symmetry 
consistent with non-coaxial deformation (Figure 2.8). L-tectonites are also 
found in this area, and their lineation plunges parallel to the lineation found in 
L-S tectonites, which are cut by the shear-bands (Figure 2.5i). The geometry 
of the shear-bands and L-tectonites suggests strong northwest directed 
extension along this contact of the pluton. 
On the northeastern side of Gardner Canal opposite Chief Mathew’s 
Bay, the base of the sill complex is exposed (Locality 6, Figure 2.6). In this 
area shear-bands form anastomosing networks which interlink to form 
chocolate tablet boudinage of the foliation (Figure 2.5j). The geometry of the 
shear bands and boudins suggests a large coaxial component to the 
deformation. Since the average lineation and enveloping surface of the 
boudins are gently dipping, the shortening direction inferred to be subvertical 
in this area. This inference is confirmed by the presence of extensive dike and 
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vein arrays that also define chocolate tablet boudinage with two perpendicular 
directions of stretching.  
At the microscopic scale, samples of the pluton contain fabrics which 
indicate magmatic flow within the pluton. These fabrics are defined by 
networks of tabular feldspar with interstial quartz and mafic phases. The 
feldspars are relatively undeformed. However, the feldspars are tiled and form 
proto C/S fabrics, which suggest a non-coaxial component to the magmatic 
flow (Gapais 1989) throughout the pluton. Shear-sense determined from 
shear-bands and magmatic fabrics are plotted in Figure 2.9. An interesting 
feature of the kinematics within the Chief Mathew’s pluton is that the shear-
sense is highly variable throughout the pluton. However, along the axis of 
Gardner Canal, the dominant flow direction appears to be northwest-
southeast. In contrast, at the margins of the pluton, flow is northeast-
southwest on average. 
In summary, the Chief Matthew’s Pluton intruded during formation of a 
new foliation (S3, Table 2.2). The strain within the sill complex is highly 
variable. At the outcrop scale, shear-bands indicate domains of both non-
coaxial and coaxial deformation. Asymmetric magmatic flow fabrics also show 
highly variable magmatic flow directions. Lineations are radially distributed 
within the foliation plane with northwest-southeast and northeast-southwest 
maxima. Overall, the geometry of the structures is consistent with intrusion of 
the sills during subvertical shortening and both orogen-parallel and orogen-
perpendicular stretching. This overall pattern of deformation is consistent with 
tectonic extension during emplacement of the sill complex. 
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IV.D. Europa Reach (west of the Quottoon pluton) 
The rocks at Europa reach (Figure 2.3-2.6) are amphibolite and 
orthogneiss metamorphosed in the epidote amphibolite facies. The 
orthogneiss and amphibolite are characterized by abundant epidote and 
microcline. Garnet is present in the amphibolites as well as clinopyroxene. No 
migmatites were recognized in the area. Microscopically, the rocks show 
equigranular texture, with polygonal grains with boundaries at 120°. Some 
biotite grains, which trace the foliation of the rock, are enclosed in larger felsic 
grains. These textures indicate deformation at high temperatures and recovery 
after the end of deformation. No orthopyroxene is found in the rocks in the 
area which constrains the temperature to be below ~750°C.  
The foliations (S2ER) strike northwest-southeast and dip steeply 
southwest. The mineral lineations are clustered with shallow plunges to the 
south (Figure 2.7), consistent with strike-slip deformation. Some outcrops are 
isoclinally folded (F2ER) with axial surfaces that parallel the northwest-
southeast foliation. Fold hinges plunge shallowly to the southeast, subparallel 
to the mineral lineations. Parallel to the foliation, layers of calc-silicate rock rich 
in epidote and diopside are stretched into boudins. The intersection of two sets 
of conjugate shear-bands is bisected by the foliation plane (Locality 7, Figure 
2.6). The fact that conjugate shear-bands develop indicate coaxial shortening 
normal to the foliation (Platt and Vissers 1980). All these structural elements 
together, point to a general northwest-southeast stretching direction and 
northeast-southwest shortening direction. However, dextral shear-bands 
dominate, which indicate dextral deformation with small flattening. 
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Kinematics 
C’ shear-bands cross-cutting the foliation are common west of the 
Quottoon pluton. Although conjugate pairs of shear-bands are common 
(Figure 2.7), dextral shear-bands are better developed and strike north-south 
with steep dips to the east. The sinistral set is less developed and strikes 
northwest-southeast and is sub-vertical. The dominance of dextral shear-
bands together with the shallow lineation indicates a large dextral component 
to the deformation. Micro-structural analyses performed on oriented thin-
sections documented sigma clasts, c/s fabrics and c’structures and confirm a 
dextral sense of shear (Figure 2.9). 
A summary for the area west of the Quottoon pluton is that epidote 
amphibolite grade rocks contain a northwest-southeast foliation (S2ER), and 
gently south plunging lineation (L2ER). The sense of shear for the deformation 
is dextral based on shear-bands and micro-structural analysis. 
 
IV.E. Strain Estimated By Autocorrelation Function 
The structural analysis at Gardner Canal was complemented with 
results obtained using the autocorrelation function (ACF) technique 
(Heilbronner 1992), which uses a Fast Fourier Transform to estimate how well 
an image, in this case an oriented thin section, correlates with itself. This 
technique is powerful when applied to plutonic rocks and rocks of the central 
gneiss complex since conventional strain analysis techniques are impossible 
or hard to apply in these lithologies. The ACF is a function of grain size, shape 
and orientation of individual grains and density of mafic versus felsic minerals. 
The orientation of the mineral grains can be seen in the general shape of the 
ACF. Foliated rocks show elongated patterns parallel to the foliation, while 
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non-foliated rocks show isotropic patterns (Figure 2.10). Strain can be 
calculated by taking the ratio of the maximum and minimum axes of the ellipse 
representing a thresholded gray-level contour in the ACF. For consistency, we 
picked the ellipse representing the 96th gray-level in the image (Figure 2.11). 
The calculated value is a measure of deformation intensity, and a minimum 
estimate of the true strain. 
In general, the sizes of the strain ellipses obtained using the 
autocorrelation function for the area of Gardner Canal are a function of the 
rock type. Country rocks show strain ellipses that are consistently smaller than 
the rocks of the Quottoon pluton (Figure 2.11a-b). Smaller ellipses can be 
correlated with smaller grain size of the rocks, which may indicate grain size 
reduction. This observation suggests that the plutonic rocks may be less 
deformed than the country rocks, again pointing to an intrusion of the 
Quottoon and Chief Matthew’s plutons late in the deformation history of the 
area. All the thin sections were cut in the X-Z plane of strain. The ellipses in 
Figure 2.10 have been normalized to show the same minimum diameter. The 
ellipses are oriented with the long axis parallel to the orientation of the foliation 
for each sample. The general value for strain obtained for the plutonic rocks of 
Chief Matthew’s pluton is 1.25, and for the Quottoon pluton 1.7. The position 
of the Coast shear-zone at Brim River is highlighted by the NW-SE orientation 
of the strain ellipses, towards the east and west the orientations change to 
different angles. The variable orientation of the ACF ellipses for the Chief 
Matthew’ pluton is consistent with horizontal flow during sub-vertical flattening 
and radial stretching during pluton emplacement. 
96th Contour
ACF 96
th Contour
ACF 96th Contour
ACF
Chief Matthew Pluton
Quottoon Pluton
Central Gneiss Complex
Figure 2.10: Examples of processing thin-sections of rocks with the
autocorrelation function. The first image is a black and white scan of a thin-
section; the second image is the autocorrelation function of the thin-section;
the third image is the previous image filtered by selecting only the grey colors
greater than the 96th grey contour, that can be correlated to the strain ellipse.
The examples show the effect of a foliation and grain size on the resulting
ellipse. a) plutonic rock; b) amphibolite gneiss; and c) biotite gneiss.
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At Europa Reach the most prominent calculated strain ellipse shows an 
orientation for the stretching and shortening directions which matches the one 
derived by the shear-band analysis, and the ellipticity is 3.33. 
 
V. Discussion  
V.A. Coast shear-zone 
The Coast shear-zone is the largest structure in the Coast Mountains 
(Brew and Ford 1978, Ingram and Hutton 1994). It is a crustal scale shear-
zone that extends for more than 1200 km (Rusmore et al 2001) from Alaska to 
British Columbia. The minimum age of this structure is given by the age of the 
Quottoon pluton, which intruded post-kinematically during the waning stages 
of the structure (Crawford et al 1987, Ingran and Hutton 1994, Klepeis et al 
1998, Thomas and Sinha 1999, Andronicos et al 1999, Rusmore et al 2001). 
The Coast shear-zone was developed after the accretion of terranes (Chardon 
et al 1999); however the possibility of it being a reactivated major suture 
between terranes can not be discarded (Hollister and Andronicos 1997). The 
structure has been reactivated several times, and left-lateral, dextral and 
down-dip movements have been described for different time periods.  
Along strike (NW-SE), the Coast shear-zone is characterized by steep 
foliations, which usually dip to the NE, and are associated with nearly vertical 
lineations (Ingram and Hutton 1994, Klepeis et al 1998, Crawford et al 1987, 
McClelland et al 1992, Rusmore et al 2001, Andronicos et al 1999). In map 
view, the Coast shear-zone changes its width along strike and can be as wide 
as 15 km in some places, and as narrow as 5 km in others. 
At Gardner Canal, the Coast shear-zone was previously recognized 
east of Brim River by Rusmore et al (2001), based on the presence of 
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protomylonitic fabrics in the Quottoon pluton, and the presence of reverse 
shear-bands that strike NW and dip to the NE. We agree with this inferred 
position for the Coast shear-zone but found no evidence for NE dip in this 
area. As described above, the Quottoon Pluton is characterized by a steeply 
southwest dipping solid-state foliation and steeply plunging lineation. Another 
discrepancy from other localities is that the Coast shear-zone is usually 
associated with east-side-up reverse shear-sense. At Gardner Canal, even 
though we infer reverse kinematics for the Coast shear-zone, the fold 
geometry consistently indicates a southwest-side-up geometry.  
West of the proposed position for the Coast shear-zone, at Europa 
Reach, the rocks are characterized by abundant metamorphic epidote, 
microcline, garnet and clinopyroxene. The rocks east of Brim River do not 
have epidote, which indicates that they cooled down at lower pressures than 
the stability field of epidote. Also, migmatitic rocks are east of Brim River and 
are absent west of the Quottoon pluton at Europa Reach. We interpret these 
observations as a contrast in cooling history east and west of the Quottoon 
pluton. To the west, the rocks cooled earlier and stayed in the epidote stability 
field; this is consistent with the rocks belonging to the Western metamorphic 
belt. At the same time, the rocks east of the western boundary of the Quottoon 
pluton stayed hot and cooled later when the orogen was being exhumed. We 
take this contrast in metamorphic history as evidence for the presence of a 
major structural break in the area. We infer that this structural break is the 
Coast shear-zone.  
The dextral kinematics found at Europa Reach could record an older 
deformation event than those described to the east of the Coast shear-zone, 
an event possibly related to the intrusion of the Butedale pluton at 84 Ma 
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(Gehrels et al in revision). Alternatively, the dextral kinematics could be related 
to deformation in the Coast shear-zone, as seen at the Skeena River 
(Andronicos et al 1999).   
The southern continuation of the Coast shear-zone is cryptic. The 
western side of the Kitlope Pluton contains foliations that strike north-south 
and steeply dip to the east with steeply plunging lineations. These orientations 
may indicate a strain gradient on the western side of the Kitlope pluton 
consistent with the presence of the Coast shear-zone. This is a possible 
explanation for the change in foliation orientation between Mt. Blane and the 
ridges west of Kitlope Lake. If this is the case, the southern termination of the 
central gneiss complex would be controlled by a bend in the Coast shear-
zone, and the Coast shear-zone could have been a first-order control on 
exhumation of the high-grade rocks. Also, if the Coast shear-zone was a first-
order controller of the intrusion of the Kitlope Pluton, a bend on the structure 
would explain why the orientation of the Kitlope Pluton is so different than the 
orientation of the Quottoon pluton, given their similar ages.  
Alternatively, the different orientation of the plutons could be due to 
strain partitioning related to plate motions. A last possibility would be that the 
orientation is entirely related to changes in the strain-field produced by the 
intrusion of the pluton itself. In this case the differences in orientation would be 
entirely caused by pluton related deformation. The last section of the paper will 
develop these ideas further.  
 
V.B. Kinematics of pluton emplacement 
The Quottoon, Chief Matthew’s, and Kitlope plutons are part of a large 
magmatic event that took place east of the Coast shear-zone from 65 to 50 Ma 
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(Gehrels et al in revision). This event postdates more than 60 Ma of magmatic 
activity in the area, based on the abundance of orthogneiss with Late Jurassic 
ages. Long-lived magmatism throughout the crust modifies its thermal state. 
The geothermal gradient becomes isothermal from the depths were plutons 
intrude (~15-20 km) to the Moho, as demonstrated by numerical models 
(Depine et al 2008). The temperature is buffered by the solidus temperature of 
the country-rocks that predominate in the crust. The dominant lithology in the 
central gneiss complex and at Gardner Canal is amphibolite, which has a 
solidus temperature of ~750°C. This temperature wil l induce partial melting of 
a variety of lithologies in the crust with lower solidus temperatures. We argue 
that the plutons at Gardner Canal were emplaced in crust that was at 
homogeneously high temperatures east of the Coast shear-zone. Supporting 
evidence for this conclusion is the widespread presence of migmatitic 
amphibolite and orthogneiss. 
An implication of such a hot crust is that most of the deformation will be 
focused in the central gneiss complex, which represents the weak deformable 
block of the orogen. This narrow belt is soft due to thermal and deformational 
softening.  
A combination of the presence of migmatites; grain-size reduction 
(Thompson et al 1997); mineral transformation; and increasing temperature is 
responsible for decreasing strength of crustal rocks. Eventually, after a large 
enough melt fraction forms (~7-10% Rosenberg and Handy 2005, Brown 
2007), the melt will start migrating through the solid matrix. The transition from 
melt migration by granular flow throughout the crust to pluton emplacement is 
given by focusing the melt. One proposed region for melt focusing is crustal-
scale shear-zones (Hollister and Crawford 1986, Ingram and Hutton 1994, 
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Brown and Solar 1998). The Quottoon pluton is intimately related with the 
Coast shear-zone (Ingram and Hutton, 1994, Klepeis et al 1998, Andronicos et 
al 1999, Rusmore et al 2001). 
We interpret the vertical structures associated to the Quottoon pluton as 
the feeder area for the other plutons east of the Coast shear-zone, like the 
Chief Matthew’s pluton. Melt ascends through the Coast shear-zone due to 
pressure gradients, creating a feedback between deformation and magmatism 
(Lissenberg and van Staal 2006). The Kitlope pluton is also characterized by 
vertical foliations and lineations that point to a vertical movement for the 
magmas, also indicating that the Kitlope pluton represents a vertical conduit 
for magma ascent. 
At Gardner Canal, the Quottoon intruded during horizontal shortening at 
~60 Ma, as indicated by the flattening fabrics described above (Figure 2.12a). 
Because plutons are assembled by large increments of magmatic additions 
(Petford et al 2000, Brown and McClelland 2000), syntectonic intrusions 
usually record progressive deformation. The progressive deformation indicated 
by the Quottoon pluton is top to the east reverse shear-sense as shown by the 
kinematic indicators and fold geometry. 
By ~57 Ma when the Chief Matthew’s pluton intruded, the deformation 
appears to have reversed from horizontal shortening to horizontal extension 
(Figure 2.12d). The change in the orientation of the plutons has been 
explained in two different ways, by far-field or near-field reasons. The first 
mechanism is near-field to the plutonic system so that the rotation in the 
shortening direction only depends on forces related to the emplacement of the 
pluton. In general, the mechanisms by which plutons switch from vertical to 
sub-horizontal shape are related to buoyancy and to stalling of magma at the  
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Figure 2.12: Sketch of cross-sections of model that shows the transposition of
foliation from vertical to horizontal as induced by melt. Stage 1: Vertical folia-
tion (S2) developed during transpression overprints a previous vertical and flat
foliation (S1). Stage 2: Incipient melt-filled tension gashes form perpendicular
to the previous foliation. Stage 3: Continuation of flow of melt into the frac-
tures locally changes the strain axes. Stage 4: The melt accumulations
become large, and form a pluton characterized by horizontal flow and sub-
horizontal foliation (S3).
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brittle/ductile transition (Brown and Solar 1998). We can rule out this 
mechanism since the rocks at Gardner Canal are well below the brittle-ductile 
transition, and the amphibolitic migmatites that host the plutons are denser 
than the plutonic rocks. 
Another possible mechanism is extensional hydro-fracturing in the 
adjacent country-rock during transpression (Wagner et al 2006). This near-
field explanation is valid at Gardner Canal based on field observations where 
the Quottoon pluton develops melt filled tensile fractures oriented 
perpendicular to the foliation and lineation (Figure 2.5c). This orientation for 
the melt is parallel to the incremental shortening direction during horizontal 
shortening (Figure 2.12b). Once formed, a sub-horizontal melt filled gash in a 
material will cause a reorientation of the local incremental strain axis since the 
melt/solid interfaces cannot sustain shear stress. As magma is added to the 
gash, inflation leads to a larger area where the incremental strains are 
reoriented (Figure 2.12c). The magmas that form the Chief Matthew’s pluton 
could have used this type of anisotropy to produce large pathways for sub-
horizontal flow producing the sill complex. This mechanism can explain the 
horizontal geometry for the Chief Matthew’s pluton as well as produce 
apparent vertical shortening around the sill complex. Inflation of the sills 
produces the flattening fabrics seen at the tops and bottoms of the sills and 
horizontal flow of magma produces the asymmetric fabrics seen throughout 
the sill complex (Figure 2.5f, 2.5h and 2.12c-d). 
On the other hand, the change in the direction of the shortening can be 
explained extrinsically by a change in regional stresses. The Chief Matthew’s 
pluton shows horizontal foliations and horizontal lineations, which become 
stable during subvertical flattening and radial stretching which are consistent 
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with the intrusion of the pluton in extensional or transtensional regime with an 
angle of divergence greater than 20° (Teyssier and Tikoff 1999). There are 
also other plutons in the Coast Mountains with a subhorizontal geometry at 
about the same time (i.e. Khyex sill complex (67-63 Ma), Kasiks sill complex 
(53 Ma), Tsaytis pluton (56 Ma); Andronicos et al 2003, Crawford et al 1999,  
Van de Heyden 1989). These plutons have been argued to have intruded 
during regional tectonic extension. The Tsaytis pluton is a gently to moderately 
dipping tonalite (Van de Heyden 1989). We believe that it can be linked to the 
Chief Matthew’s pluton given the similar age, structure, cooling history and 
areal proximity. The Kasiks sill complex is also associated with crustal scale 
detachment which unambiguously points to tectonic extension in the area. We 
do not have evidence for a crustal scale-detachment at Gardner Canal. 
However, we do not think that the model presented above is exclusive of 
regional tectonic extension. 
Independent of the cause of the transposition of the foliation between 
60 and 58 Ma, there is agreement (Paterson and Fowler 1993, Hollister and 
Crawford 1986) that when plutons intrude they affect the near-field stresses of 
the country-rocks. The rocks around the Chief Matthew’s pluton preserve 
several synplutonic structures that exemplify this fact. The extensional shear-
bands described in the country-rock with different orientations, the isoclinal 
folds, the chocolate-tablet boudinage, and the areas with extreme stretching 
are all structures that indicate that the deformation was strongly partitioned 
with different orientations in the country rock to create room for the intrusion 
and inflation of the pluton. The almost perpendicular orientations for the shear-
bands indicate that overall the pluton was intruding during vertical flattening, 
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but the deformation was being partitioned into domains of flattening, stretching 
and simple-shear.  
The orientation of the Coast shear-zone and fabrics in the Quottoon 
pluton strongly overprinted a previous fabric in the area, which is characterized 
by alternating regions of steep and flat structures. These fabrics can be 
correlated to what it is found to the east at Mt. Gamsby (Hamblock 2006). 
Different to the strong overprinting relationships surrounding the intrusion of 
the Quottoon pluton, the rocks associated with the intrusion of the Chief 
Matthew’s pluton follow the overall pluton shape and foliation. Flat foliations 
are widespread. Melt related to the intrusion of the pluton crosscuts the flat 
foliation and also flows parallel to it at the contact with the Chief Matthew’s 
pluton (Figure 2.5k). We interpret this relationship as the Chief Matthew’s 
pluton sometimes reusing and reactivating the pre-existent flat foliation that 
was already present in the area.    
 
V.C. Using plutons to infer tectonic plate regimes 
In this paper we have studied three different plutons that were 
emplaced during a time span of ~5 Ma. However, each pluton shows a 
different finite strain pattern. The emplacement of plutons will interfere with the 
tectonic strain present in an area, causing a “tectonic surge” in the 
surroundings of the pluton (Hollister and Crawford 1986). This means that 
pluton emplacement changes the strain-field close to a pluton, and if several 
intrusions occur in an area, the regional strain-field is also affected. So, the 
question that remains is how much can we infer about the far-field strain of an 
area based on the study of plutons? 
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Relevant to this analysis, three different regional models, based on 
plate reconstructions, have been proposed for the North American margin for 
the Late Cretaceous and Paleogene. The first one relies on a change in the 
convergence angle of the Kula-Pacific plate from orthogonal to more oblique at 
~55 Ma (Lonsdale 1988) that would have triggered the collapse of the orogen, 
exhumation of high grade rocks, and the increase in magmatism by releasing 
tectonic stresses (Andronicos et al 2003, Struik 1999). Another model 
proposes the existence of an extra, now-fully subducted plate called the 
Resurrection plate (Haeussler et al 2003) that would have generated 
extension due to the subduction of buoyant young oceanic crust, and a 
magmatic flare-up possibly related to a slab-window. The third model, based 
on paleomagnetic data, is referred to as the Baja-BC hypothesis, which states 
that a large segment of western North America was translated more than 3000 
km northward in the middle Cretaceous and finally docked to the present 
position at ~50 Ma (Beck 1976, Irving et al 1985). The Coast shear-zone is 
proposed to have been the strike-slip surface by some authors (Irving et al 
1996, Hollister and Andronicos 1997). This model is not exclusive of the first 
one. 
If we assume that the orientation of the plutons is purely an expression 
of the relative convergence direction between the Kula and Pacific Plates, then 
following the first two regional models, for plutons older than ~57 Ma we 
should expect to find kinematics reflecting NE-SW shortening, and plutons 
younger than ~56 Ma should indicate extension. Also, if we consider the third 
regional model, plutons older than ~50 Ma and associated to the Coast shear-
zone (e.g. Quottoon and Kitlope plutons) should show evidence of large 
dextral displacement.  
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The Quottoon Pluton at Gardner Canal shows NE-SW shortening, 
which would be consistent with the pluton intruding during dextral 
transpression (Figure 2.13). However, the kinematic indicators show top to the 
east reverse sense of shear, which indicate that the intrusion of the Quottoon 
pluton was late in the area, after the strike-slip displacement ended, as was 
proposed for the Quottoon pluton at the Skeena River (Andronicos et al 1999). 
The dextral kinematic indicators found west of the Coast shear-zone in 
Gardner Canal could be the evidence for dextral displacements either previous 
or by partitioning of the strain during the intrusion of the Quottoon pluton. The 
Kitlope pluton shows a preferred N-S shortening direction which also matches 
the regional orientation for compression during dextral transpression (Figure 
2.13).  
 The Chief Matthew’ pluton is characterized by vertical flattening, and it 
is linked to extension. This pluton matches regional models. Crawford et al 
(1999) also reported the transition from compression to extension at 59 Ma for 
the central gneiss complex, based on studies on the Khyex sill complex 
located south of Portland Inlet. Other areas of interest in the Canadian 
Cordillera are located at the Omineca belt, which is characterized by a series 
of high grade metamorphic ranges, bounded by normal faults, which were 
exhumed during the Eocene during an increase in magmatic activity (Struik 
1992). The switch from a contractional regime to extensional is also reported 
at ~58 Ma (Parrish et al 1988, Parrish 1995, Vanderhaeghe et al 2003).  
 These observations indicate that far-field tectonic stresses were also 
contributing to the intrusion and flow of plutons. 
Kitlope Pluton
Q
uottoon
Pluton
Figure 2.13: Schematic map view showing the orientations of the Quottoon
and Kitlope plutons. Both pluton orientations are consistent with a dextral
transpressional regime, consistent with partitioning of dextral transpressive
strain.
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VI. Conclusions 
 The structural analysis of three different middle-crustal plutons in the 
Coast Mountain of British Columbia provided insight into strain partitioning, 
pluton emplacement mechanisms and the role of melt during orogenesis. 
Plutonism accompanied both the build-up stage of the mountain belt and also 
occurred during its final exhumation. 
The plutons in this study are the Kitlope pluton (61 Ma), the Quottoon 
pluton (60 Ma) and the Chief Matthew’s pluton (57 Ma). These plutons are 
important because they overlap the time when a transition from compression 
to extension is tracked in several metamorphic core-complexes in the 
Canadian Cordillera and northwestern USA. 
 We found that there is a change from horizontal to vertical shortening 
between the emplacement of the Quottoon pluton and the Chief Matthew’s 
pluton. The transposition in the deformation occurred between 60 and 57 Ma. 
This timing is in agreement with what other authors inferred based on studies 
in different areas (Parrish et al 1988, 1995, Vanderhaeghe et al 2003, 
Crawford et al 1999). The regional-scale synchronicity in deformation and 
mode suggests that the rocks are responding either to stresses related to plate 
convergence, or to an intrinsic mechanism that would have affected the whole 
orogen (for example, the coherent loss of the lower crust and/or crustal 
collapse, as it will be discussed in chapter 3 of this thesis). 
 The deformation of the country-rocks accompanying intrusion of first the 
Quottoon pluton and later the Chief Matthew’s pluton records an almost 
orthogonal transposition of the foliation. We present a model where horizontal 
tensile melt fractures develop perpendicular to the foliation consistent with the 
orientation of the regional strain. The presence of melt in this orientation 
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encourages more melt to accumulate. The larger accumulations locally 
change the orientation of local strain axes. The final stage occurs when big 
volumes of melt accumulate after large sub-horizontal displacements and form 
plutons. 
Finally, the detailed analysis of the well exposed Chief Matthew’s pluton 
led to some important conclusions about mechanisms of pluton emplacement. 
Plutons reuse preexisting foliations to flow if possible. The strain produced by 
the intrusion and inflation of the pluton is partitioned into different domains in 
the country-rocks. These domains present folds with axial planes parallel to 
the pluton; chocolate-tablet boudinage; and shear-bands formed by simple-
shear. Altogether, the different domains form a radial orientation of the finite 
stretching direction, as well as the orientation of the lineations with respect to 
the foliation, which indicates radial flow of the magma during intrusion and 
vertical flattening linked to sill inflation. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
METAMORPHIC CONSTRAINTS ON THE P-T PATH OF A CALC-
ALKALINE BATHOLITH COMPLEX, CENTRAL GNEISS COMPLEX, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
 
I. Abstract 
The southern termination of the central gneiss complex located at 
Gardner Canal and the Kitlope Lake, Coast Mountains in British Columbia, is 
characterized by long-lived upper amphibolite facies metamorphism at 
constant temperatures of ~750°C. Magmatism was sync hronous with 
metamorphism as indicated by the abundant plutons. Peak pressures of 0.75-
0.65 GPa were achieved synchronously with the intrusion of steep Kitlope (61 
Ma) and Quottoon (60 Ma) plutons. An isothermal decompression of ~0.2 GPa 
occurred in the area accompanied with the intrusion of the sub-horizontal 
Chief Matthew’s pluton at 57 Ma, at a rate of 2-3 mm/yr. Based on cooling 
ages, the area experienced cooling at a rate ~50°C/ Ma; cooling was probably 
synchronous with exhumation. All the rocks cooled below the biotite closure 
temperature by 51 Ma. The plutons in the area are intruded contemporaneous 
with a transpressive to extensional change in deformation along the Canadian 
Cordillera from being transpressive to extensional. The timing and exhumation 
rate found in the southern termination of the central gneiss complex is 
comparable to what is found along the Coast Mountains and also in 
metamorphic core-complexes in the Omineca belt to the east. We propose an 
orogen-scale tectonic model for the evolution of the metamorphic core-
complexes in the Canadian Cordillera in order to explain mechanisms of 
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exhumation of ~25 km of crust. The model requires a thermally weakened 
lower-middle crust, as well as a release of the compressional forces at the 
plate boundary. Exhumation is triggered by the vertical collapse of the rigid 
upper crust in the interior plateau. This results in extrusion of material towards 
both sides of the plateau. The crustal scale strike-slip faults play a major role 
during exhumation both assisting it and also acting as thermal/rheological 
barriers to lateral extrusion. Deformation, while partially focused at detachment 
faults, is mainly distributed in the flowing lower and middle crust.  
 
II. Introduction 
 Metamorphism, intrusion of melt, the presence or absence of fluids, and 
preexisting crustal structures are all important ingredients in focusing and 
distributing deformation in orogens. Orogens can fail and exhume when the 
rheology of different sectors of the crust changes because of changes in these 
parameters. Alternatively, orogens can exhume when stresses at the plate 
margins are reduced, so that a thick crust becomes gravitationally unstable. 
Moreover, all these effects can simultaneously act to lead to exhumation of an 
orogen. Exhumation would then be a dynamic interactive process whose 
complexity can result from the feedback between the above processes. 
In this paper we use the Coast Mountains in British Columbia to study 
exhumation linked processes. This orogen formed during the Jurassic and 
Cretaceous. After ~100 Ma the orogen was exhumed in the Early Eocene. The 
objective of this paper is to examine this orogen to learn how rocks are 
exhumed, learn the P-T path followed by the rocks, and determine possible 
triggers for uplift and exhumation. Unfortunately, a calculation of stored 
gravitational potential energy in ancient orogens like this is ambiguous. 
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However, we will attempt to come up with a regional model that accounts for 
the observations in the central gneiss complex and other regions of the 
Canadian cordillera.  
First, we describe the petrology of the rocks and present pressure and 
temperature calculations using mineral thermobarometry, petrogenetic grids, 
and phase diagrams calculated for specific bulk compositions. We also include 
cooling ages to unravel cooling rates of the rocks and to better constrain the 
timing of events. Finally, we show trace element geochemical data and use it 
to track changes in the source area of plutons of different ages and correlate 
them to variations in total crustal thickness. 
  
III. Tectonic framework of the Coast Mountains 
The Coast Mountains are located in northwestern North America. They 
are a >1500 km long belt that stretches from Washington State to southeast 
Alaska (Figure 3.1). Today the crustal thickness beneath the Coast Mountains 
is at most 32 km (Cook et al 1992, Morozov et al 2001, Hollister and 
Andronicos 2006). The rocks at the surface vary in metamorphic grade from 
green-schist to granulite facies. The areas that expose the highest grade rocks 
are arguably the largest and best exposed middle-crustal sections of a 
Phanerozoic magmatic arc in the world. 
The northwestern margin of North America is made up of a series of 
elongated terranes (Coney et al 1980). Their provenance and final docking 
into present positions is still under debate (Beck 1976, Irving et al 1985). 
Episodic accretion of terranes generated cycles of increasing magmatic 
activity and thickening and thinning of the crust throughout the Jurassic and 
Cretaceous (Armstrong 1988, Monger et al 1982).  
Wolverine
Shuswap
Omineca Belt
Coast Belt
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Figure 3.1: Map of western North America showing major faults, metamorphic
core-complexes and batholith provinces. The yellow area is the Cordillera; the
brown area is the cratonic part of North America; the red areas are Mesozoic
bathiloths; and the green areas are the Columbia River and Snake Plain flood
basalts. Also highlighted are the Coast and Omineca belts as defined by Arm-
strong (1988) with the internal plateau located in between. The map has been
modified after Chardon et al (1999).
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The subject of this paper is the last cycle of thickening in the Late Cretaceous 
and subsequent unroofing of ~15 km of the crust in the Eocene.  
Plate movement reconstructions (Debiche et al 1987), paleomagnetic 
data (Bogue et al 1995), geologic discontinuities (Crawford and Hollister 1982) 
and kinematics of shear-zones (Andronicos et al 1999) in the Coast Mountains 
point to an important component of translation from 85 to 60 Ma (Irving et al 
1996, Hollister and Andronicos 2006). The translation has been attributed to 
the most prominent crustal-scale structure in the belt, the Coast-shear zone 
(Hollister and Andronicos 1997). The presence of a fold and thrust belt and 
widespread folding of the rocks indicating SW-NE shortening at the same time 
interval, indicate that a component of compression was also important. This 
attests to transpression as the tectonic regime for this time. The crust was 
thickened to about 55 km during this time period (Hollister and Andronicos 
2006), as evidenced by the metamorphic pressures of ~0.8 GPa determined 
for rocks that are at the surface today. This would require ~25 km of burial 
(Hollister 1982). Also, the geochemistry of some of the plutons indicates 
crustal sources melting of >45 km (Thomas and Sinha 1999).  
During the Early Eocene (~55 to 48 Ma) the Coast Mountains 
experinced 1) rapid exhumation (Hollister 1982, Andronicos et al 2003, 
Rusmore et al 2005, Gehrels et al in revision); 2) an increase in magmatic flux 
(Hollister and Andronicos 2006, Ducea and Barton 2007, Gehrels et al in 
revision); and 3) crustal extension (Heah 1991, Crawford et al 1999, 
Andronicos et al 2003, Rusmore et al 2005, Hollister and Andronicos 2006). 
Possible explanations that have been suggested in the literature for these 
events are: 1) A change in the motion of the tectonic plates (Lonsdale, 1988; 
Andronicos et al 2003); 2) gravitational collapse of continental crust (Parrish et 
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al 1988); or 3) subduction of an active spreading ridge (Thorkelson and Taylor 
1989, Haeussler et al 2003). 
The last crustal thickening event, magmatic flare-up, and exhumation 
are best recorded in the central gneiss complex. The central gneiss complex is 
an orogen parallel belt of high-grade metamorphic rocks metamorphosed in 
the upper amphibolite to low-pressure granulite facies (Hollister and 
Andronicos 2000). Metamorphism occurred between the Late Cretaceous and 
Early Eocene during wide-spread intrusion of tonalites and granodiorites that 
make up a large portion of the Coast plutonic complex (Hollister 1982).  
In this study we re-evaluate the exhumation history of the central gneiss 
complex and associated plutonic rocks, based on cooling ages and 
petrological and geochemical analysis. We add new data in the areas of 
Gardner Canal and the Kitlope Lake to better constrain the metamorphism and 
exhumation of these areas. P-T-paths have also been calculated in other 
areas of the Coast Mountains and core complexes in the Omineca belt, 
located to the east of the Coast belt. We compare these previous results with 
our data and examine differences and similarities between the different 
sectors of the mountain belt. Finally, we propose a model for the exhumation 
of metamorphic rocks in the Canadian Cordillera.  
 
IV. Gardner Canal and Kitlope Lake areas 
 Here we focus on the exhumation history of the southern termination of 
the central gneiss complex (Figure 3.2). The tectonic history of the rocks is 
analyzed with respect to adjacent plutons. In this area there are three main 
plutons: the Kitlope pluton (61 Ma), the Quottoon pluton (60 Ma), and the Chief 
Matthew’s pluton (57 Ma). The Tsaytis pluton (56 Ma) is also present in the  
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Figure 3.2: Geologic map of the southern termination of the central gneiss 
complex. Geographic features and sample names are also shown. 
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area. This pluton has been described by Van der Heyden (1989) as a gently to 
moderately dipping tonalite. We believe that the Tsaytis pluton can be linked to 
the Chief Matthew’s pluton given the similar age, structure, cooling history and 
areal proximity. The country-rocks are part of the central gneiss complex and 
are metamorphosed to upper amphibolite grade. 
The western flank of the central gneiss complex is a crustal-scale 
structure called the Coast shear-zone (Brew and Ford 1978, Hollister and 
Andronicos 2000). Rocks to the west of this structure are believed to have 
experienced a different tectonic history than the rocks to the east (Crawford 
and Hollister 1982). These rocks are metamorphosed to upper amphibolite 
facies, and also experienced widespread plutonism. However, no plutons 
younger than ~80 Ma are found west of the Coast shear-zone, and the rocks 
cooled to <300°C by 73 Ma, then were partially rehe ated during the Eocene 
(Hollister et al 2004).  
 The eastern flank of the central gneiss complex at this latitude is 
defined by the Gamsby Complex, an early Late Jurassic magmatic and 
metamorphic belt with no evidence of major middle Cretaceous or younger 
orogenic episodes (Van der Heyden 1989). Zircon ages correlated to the 
Gamsby complex are also found in metamorphic rocks at Gardner Canal. This 
observation points to a common tectonic evolution for the two areas during the 
Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous. 
 To the south, the central gneiss complex terminates. Rocks show a 
change in metamorphic grade which appears to correlate with the location of 
the Kitlope pluton. The rocks to the south are correlated with the Stikine 
terrane and are metamorphosed into green-schist facies (Rusmore et al 2001). 
The exact location and style of this transition is still unknown.  
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V. Petrology 
V.A. Kitlope Pluton 
The Kitlope pluton is a Paleocene (61.1± 1.2 Ma, Gehrels et al in 
revision) granodiorite that outcrops on the shores and high peaks around 
Kitlope Lake (Table 3.1). The pluton intruded as a series of discrete tabular 
intrusions. The Kitlope pluton is grey in outcrop, characterized by equigranular 
texture with grains as large as 1 cm, and varies from non-foliated to weakly 
foliated. The pluton is characterized by abundant mafic enclaves, streaks and 
mafic schlieren composed of mafic minerals, which suggest mingling between 
felsic and more mafic magmas (Vernon 1983), as has also found in the 
plutons at Skeena River (Hollister and Andronicos 2000). 
The pluton contains subhedral plagioclase (An26-Oligoclase) with 
polysynthetic twinning, sometimes zoning, and myrmekitic texture. K-Feldspar 
is subhedral. Biotite is pleochroic ranging from dark green to yellow. 
Hornblende, when present, has a pleochroism ranging from dark green to 
green and is spatially associated with biotite. The abundance of titanite in this 
metaluminous magma indicates relatively oxidized conditions (Tiepolo et al 
2002), as it crystallizes during hydration reactions that convert clinopyroxene 
to amphibole or oxidation during post-magmatic re-equilibration (Frost et al 
2001). Allanite is commonly present as a magmatic phase in the pluton and 
has thin rims of epidote which appear to be magmatic. The presence of 
allanite and epidote also indicates oxidizing magmatic conditions. 
Modifications from the magmatic texture include chessboard extinction in 
quartz and deformational twinning in plagioclase.
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V.B. Quottoon Pluton 
 The Quottoon pluton (Table 3.1) is exposed at Gardener Canal from 
Europa Reach to Kemano Bay (Figure 3.2). The pluton is a tabular 
granodiorite that intruded along the Coast shear-zone. A zircon age indicates 
that the pluton intruded at 59.5 ± 1.6 Ma (Gehrles et al in revision). The 
plagioclase (An32-Andesine) often shows zoning and twinning.  
Modifications to the magmatic texture include bulging/sutured grain 
boundaries; undulouse extinction in quartz, and deformation twinning in 
plagioclase. These textures indicate high temperature deformation of the rocks 
while they were cooling. 
  
V.C. Chief Matthew’s Pluton 
The Chief Matthew’s Bay pluton is a granodiorite that intruded between 
55.6 ± 0.9 and 58.2 ± 0.9 Ma (Gehrels et al in revision, Table 3.1). The pluton 
has a sill-like geometry and a thickness of ~6 km. The plagioclase (An34-
Andesine) is subhedral with tabular shape, is normally zoned and twinned. 
The quartz is anhedral and located in the interstices of the other minerals. The 
hornblende is subhedral and shows a pleochroism ranging from light-green to 
dark green; it is usually associated with biotite and titanite. The biotite is 
subhedral and has a pleochroism that varies from yellow to dark brown, and it 
is incipiently altered to chlorite. The K-feldspar becomes more abundant in the 
more felsic parts of the pluton.  
Solid state transformations to the magmatic texture of the rock include 
chessboard extinction for quartz, development of deformation twinning in 
plagioclase and some times core and mantle structures. Also there is some 
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evidence for phase boundary migration. These observations also indicate high 
temperature deformation was occurring while the pluton was cooling. 
 
V.D. Country-rocks 
The country-rocks of the plutons occur either as screens in the plutons 
or in contact with the plutons. The lithologies include orthogneiss of tonalitic 
and granodioritic compositions, amphibolite, paragneiss, and calc-silicate 
rocks of the central gneiss complex (Table 3.1). The foliation in the country-
rocks is generally concordant with the magmatic fabric in the plutons. Two 
orthogneiss rocks close to the Quottoon pluton have U/Pb zircon ages, one 
rock is 96.8 ± 2.1 Ma and the other one is 125.4 ± 3.3 Ma (Gehrels et al in 
revision).  
In general, orthogneiss is grey in the field with a variable grain size 
smaller than ~1mm, and characterized by a prominent continuous foliation 
given by the orientation of mafic minerals. Amphibolite appears black with 
gneissic texture and varies from fine to medium grain size. Calc-silicate rocks 
are brown in color given by the garnet and green given by the epidote. They 
are internally layered, with the epidote located closer to the contact with the 
amphibolite, and the garnet-diopside-quartz layer located towards the core of 
the layers.  
The paragneiss presents a wide range of mineralogies at the same 
outcrop, providing evidence for a sedimentary protolith. For example, 
associated with the Quottoon pluton is sample 07B148B (Figure 3.2), which is 
composed of biotite, apatite, plagioclase, quartz, garnet and opaques. 
Epidote, titanite and apatite appear clustered at the grain boundaries and are 
very fine grained. The garnet in this rock has inclusions of opaque minerals 
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that parallel the matrix foliation indicating that the growth of the garnet either 
occurred late during the deformation or postdates it. Sample 07B148A is from 
the same outcrop but the mineralogy is garnet, biotite, plagioclase, quartz, 
sillimanite, and opaque minerals. Also chlorite is present as a retrograde 
mineral, associated with garnet (Figure 3.3a). The garnet in this rock develops 
corona textures of plagioclase. The biotite present in the coronas is finer 
grained than in the matrix of the rock, indicating that it also participated in the 
reactions that made the corona. 
Migmatitic rocks are widespread in the area except for east of Kitlope 
Lake. These rocks are characterized by a gneissic foliation with bands of 
different composition and grain size. The different bands of the rock show a 
change from magmatic texture, given by random distribution of euhedral 
plagioclase, quartz and hornblende grains, to solid-sate deformation given by 
foliated layers composed of fine grained quartz, plagioclase, hornblende, and 
biotite.  
The rocks have a granular texture with felsic grains forming triple 
junctions at 120°, and mafic grains with 180° grain  boundaries (Figure 3.3b). 
Some grains show interlobate grain boundaries (eg. sample 06B76, 
associated with the Kitlope pluton). This texture indicates that the rocks 
underwent recovery and recrystallization at high temperatures, with grain 
boundary migration and grain boundary area reduction. The hornblendes are 
usually poikiloblasts with inclusions of plagioclase and quartz that are 
distributed along cleavage planes. Plagioclase is generally andesine (An31-36). 
Garnet, when present, shows irregular boundaries indicating dissolution into 
the matrix, sometimes accompanied by plagioclase corona reactions (Figure 
3.3c) (e.g. sample 07B58, associated with the Chief Matthew’s pluton). Garnet  
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Figure 3.3: Photomicrographs of thin sections from rocks from the southern 
termination of the central gneiss complex. (a) Garnet with chlorite and quartz 
in paragneiss (sample 07B148A). (b) Granular texture that characterizes most 
of the country-rocks of the central gneiss complex. (c) Plagioclase corona 
around garnet in sample 07B58. Also present in the corona is fine grained 
biotite. (d) Same as (c), except in crossed polarized light. (e) Mg x-ray map of 
garnet of sample 06B77 that shows inclusions of pyrite- epidote- quartz- 
chlorite. (f) Mn x-ray map of same garnet. (g) Backscatter image of inclusions 
in garnet. 
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can contain inclusions of epidote and pyrite (Figure 3.3e-g). The inclusions 
can be interpreted as indicators of the prograde path of the rock previous to 
the garnet growth. 
 
VI. Pressure-Temperature calculations 
VI.A. Methodology 
 Mineral compositional data and x-ray maps of minerals were collected 
using a Jeol 8900 electron microprobe at Cornell University. For quantitative 
analysis, the operating conditions were 15kv, 15-30 nA and a beam diameter 
of 1-5 µm. X-ray maps were collected to detect zoning of minerals using 
wavelength dispersive scanning (WDS). The operating conditions were 15kev 
of accelerating voltage, 100nA beam current, and a fixed beam with a 
diameter of 1 µm over a moving stage. The standards used to calibrate the 
microprobe were glass of basaltic composition (Si, Al, Fe), pyroxene (Mg, Ca), 
Albite (Na), Orthoclase (K), Rutile (Ti), Rhodonite (Mn), and Chromite (Cr). 
The standard block was prepared at Cornell University. The data obtained is 
presented in the Appendix, the sample location and P-T results are shown in 
Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2. 
  Pseudosections, or equilibrium phase diagrams, are also a means of 
obtaining information about peak metamorphic conditions as well as 
information about the metamorphic path followed by a specific rock. 
Pseudosections represent a phase diagram specific to the composition of the 
rock. The calculation relies on thermodynamic data for the minerals stable in a 
specific rock bulk composition at varying P-T conditions. The software 
package used to calculate the pseudosections is Theriak-Domino (De Capitani 
and Brown 1987), and gives similar results to software packages like Perplex  
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(Connolly and Kerrick 1987) and Thermocalc (Powell et al 1998). The 
database used is that of Holland and Powell (1998) updated to ds5.5 in 2003. 
We used the anhydrous whole rock chemical composition obtained through 
calculating the modal abundances of minerals and measuring its chemical 
composition with the electron microprobe. We did not apply any correction for 
Fe3+. The water pressure was assumed to equal lithostatic pressure in one run 
and equal to 0.3 of the lithostatic pressure, in a second run, to set the 
boundaries of possible reactions. 
Six plutonic rocks had the required mineral assemblage to apply the Al 
in hornblende barometer. The samples were selected making sure they 
preserved the magmatic texture. The composition of the hornblendes in the 
rocks was obtained by performing line scans of the minerals across the core 
and the rims. The hornblendes were not zoned; however we used the rim 
compositions to calculate pressure. Table 3.3 shows the pressures calculated 
using different calibrations (Hammarstrom and Zen, 1986, Hollister at al, 1987, 
Schmidt, 1992, and Anderson and Smith, 1995). The results are within 0.2 
standard deviations from each other. The Schmidt calibration is experimental 
and reproduces the results of the previous empirically calibrated regressions. 
For this reason the Schmidt calibration is the preferred and will be used for the 
following analysis.  
The plagioclase-hornblende thermometer (Holland and Blundy, 1990) 
was used in thirteen samples of the plutons and amphibolite; the results are 
shown in Figure 3.4 and 3.5. For silica-saturated rocks two thermometers were 
used simultaneously and the temperature was estimated to be where the two 
curves intercept. The compositional data was collected along line scans 
across hornblende-plagioclase boundaries to try to obtain compositions from  
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Figure 3.5: Pressure-temperature diagram showing the calculated values for
the rocks. The crosses represent plutonic rocks with temperature and pres-
sure values. The thin grey lines are the two independent hbl-plg thermome-
ters; the interception of them is the calculated temperature for each sample,
represented by a grey dot in the figure. The dashed grey lines bracket the
temperatures calculated by the hbl-plg thermometer except for a low temper-
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for granites.
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grains which were in textural equilibrium. The minerals were rarely zoned, but 
when they were, rim compositions were used for the calculation of 
temperature. Combining the temperature estimates with the Al in Hornblende 
barometer allows us to estimate the P-T conditions during final crystallization 
of the plutons (Figure 3.5). The range in temperature calculated for all the 
rocks is between 640-760°C. 
The garnet-biotite thermometer (Ferry and Spear 1978, Hodges and 
Spear 1982, Ganguly and Saxena 1984) is one of the most widely used in the 
literature, given that biotite and garnet are common assemblages in the middle 
and lower crust. Several country-rocks and pegmatitic dikes contain the 
assemblage garnet-biotite. However, most of them show strong evidence for 
retrograde diffusion, indicated by flat element zoning profiles in the garnet with 
thin rims that indicate retrograde diffusion. Additionally, even when garnet 
lacks a diffusional zoning profile, it shows evidence for participation in 
retrograde net transfer reactions as indicated by resorbed margins (Figure 
3.6). Also, several samples show two generations of biotite, one biotite in the 
matrix and the other present in coronas around the garnet. For these reasons 
the thermometer was applied with care. Most samples gave unreasonably high 
or unreasonably low temperatures for the mineral assemblage in the rock. 
However a pegmatitic dike associated with the Quottoon pluton (sample 
07B146A, Figure 3.2), where the garnet appeared euhedral and unzoned, 
gave a temperature which is consistent with the mineralogy of the sample, 
between 620 and 640°C, depending on the calibration  of the thermometer.  
We were also able to apply the garnet-plagioclase-muscovite-quartz 
barometer (Hoisch 1990, 1991) to a pegmatitic dike associated with the 
Kitlope pluton (sample 06B67, Figure 3.2). This sample is the only one with  
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Figure 3.6: X-ray maps and zoning profiles of garnet with plagioclase corona
in sample 07B58. Xi is the mole fraction of each garnet end-member. The pro-
files correspond to a zoned garnet that shows relative enrichment of pyrope
and grossular end-members and relative depletion of almandine and
spessartine end-members, at the rims . This zoning profile might be preserved
from the time the garnet crystallized.
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muscovite present in the region. Muscovite being stable is consistent with the 
intrusion of the pegmatitic dike during cooling, because peak temperatures for 
the central gneiss complex are hotter than the stability of this mineral in the 
presence of quartz. The pressure obtained for this sample was calculated by 
the intercept of the barometer with reaction curves (Figure 3.7a). The first 
curve is the water saturated granite solidus, the second curve is the reaction 
that constrains the stability of muscovite below 750°C at 0.7 GPa. The 
pressure should be in between these two curves with a value of 0.63 to 0.8 
GPa. The temperature is also calculated with the reactions and falls between 
620 and 750°C. A variation of this barometer (garne t-plagioclase-biotite-
quartz, Hoisch 1990, 1991) was applied to sample 07B146A. The pressure of 
the sample was calculated by the intercept of two calibrations of the garnet-
biotite thermometer and reaction curves (Figure 3.7b), and it is between 0.68 
and 0.72 GPa. The temperature is between 580 and 680°C when applied the 
garnet-biotite thermometer. 
Figure 3.8 and 3.9 are equilibrium phase diagrams calculated for 
sample 07B148A with water pressure equal to lithostatic pressure and water 
pressure equal to 0.3 of the lithostatic pressure respectively, from a 
paragneiss near the Quottoon pluton. The mineral assemblage of the rock is 
reproduced within the shaded area. For the same paragenesis, the two phase 
diagrams give a difference in temperature of 100°C and a difference in 
pressure of ~0.4 GPa (compare Figure 3.8 and 3.9). However, if we assume 
that the rocks had k-feldspar that retrograded to biotite during decompression 
the differences in pressure and temperature between the phase diagrams is 
reduced. The modes of the minerals within the rock are only partly 
reproduced. Modes for most minerals generated by the calculation are within  
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Figure 3.7: Pressure-temperature calculations for pegmatite dikes. The grey
areas are the results assuming an error of ± 0.1GPa and ± 50°C. Sample
06B67 is within the Kitlope pluton; sample 07B146A is within the Quottoon
pluton. See text for further explanation.
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sample 07B148A. The numbers represent reactions described in next page.
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Figure 3.8 (Continued) 
 
Reactions:  
 
1)  PLG ILM CHLR PHNG zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                          
2)  PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                                         
3)  PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                       
4)  PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU and QTZ H2O                                   
5)  PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU and QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                        
6)  PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                                       
7)  PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO CORD QTZ H2O                                
8)  PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD QTZ H2O                                   
9)  PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ QTZ H2O                                  
10) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET OPX BIO CORD LIQ QTZ H2O                        
11) PLG ILM GARNET OPX BIO CORD LIQ QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET OPX BIO CORD LIQ H2O                      
12) PLG ILM GARNET OPX BIO CORD LIQ H2O = PLG ILM OPX BIO CORD LIQ H2O                               
13) PLG ILM OPX BIO CORD LIQ H2O = PLG ILM OPX CORD LIQ H2O                                          
14) PLG ILM OPX CORD LIQ H2O = PLG ILM CORD LIQ H2O                                                  
15) PLG ILM CHLR (2)PHNG zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG zo QTZ H2O                                           
16) PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                       
17) PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                                
18) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD QTZ H2O                                   
19) PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                     
20) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                              
21) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
22) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
23) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD QTZ H2O                                   
24) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ H2O                              
25) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET OPX BIO CORD LIQ H2O                            
26) PLG ILM GARNET OPX BIO CORD LIQ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET OPX CORD LIQ H2O                            
27) PLG ILM GARNET OPX CORD LIQ H2O = PLG ILM OPX CORD LIQ H2O                                       
28) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                              
29) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O                                    
30) PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O = PLG ILM CORD LIQ H2O                                               
31) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                   
32) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O                                        
33) PLG ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                                   
34) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ sill QTZ H2O                        
35) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ QTZ H2O                       
36) PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ H2O                                   
37) PLG ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ H2O = PLG ILM CORD SPIN LIQ H2O                                     
38) PLG ILM CORD SPIN LIQ H2O = PLG ILM CORD LIQ H2O                                                 
39) PLG ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR (2)PHNG zo QTZ H2O                                    
40) PLG ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                    
41) PLG ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                   
42) PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O                                         
43) PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU ma QTZ H2O                                 
44) PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU ma QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                               
45) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU sill QTZ H2O                                   
46) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O                                   
47) PLG ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO LIQ sill QTZ H2O                                  
48) PLG ILM GARNET BIO LIQ sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ sill QTZ H2O                       
49) ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo sph QTZ H2O = ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                    
50) PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                               
51) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O                        
52) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O                           
53) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                         
54) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                           
55) PLG ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ H2O = ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ H2O                                  
56) ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ H2O = ILM CORD SPIN LIQ H2O                                             
57) ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                 
58) ILM GARNET CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                         
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59) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                           
60) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                         
61) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU ky QTZ H2O                                     
62) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU ky QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O                                       
63) PLG ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O                                          
64) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ sill H2O                    
65) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ sill H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ H2O                           
66) PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O = ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O                                            
67) ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O = ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ H2O                                           
68) ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ H2O = ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ                                          
69) PLG ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO LIQ ky QTZ H2O                                      
70) PLG ILM GARNET BIO LIQ ky QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO LIQ sill QTZ H2O                              
71) PLG ILM GARNET BIO LIQ sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO LIQ sill H2O                              
72) PLG ILM GARNET BIO LIQ sill H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ sill H2O                           
73) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ sill H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ sill H2O                          
74) PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ sill H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ sill cor H2O                          
75) PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ sill cor H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ cor H2O                           
76) PLG ILM GARNET LIQ cor H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ cor H2O                                     
77) PLG ILM GARNET LIQ cor H2O = ILM GARNET LIQ cor H2O                                              
78) ILM GARNET LIQ cor H2O = ILM GARNET LIQ H2O                                                      
79) ILM GARNET LIQ H2O = ILM GARNET SPIN LIQ H2O                                                     
80) ILM GARNET SPIN LIQ H2O = ILM GARNET SPIN LIQ                                                    
81) ILM CHLR (2)PHNG zo sph QTZ H2O = ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo sph QTZ H2O                                    
82) ILM GARNET CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                        
83) ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                          
84) PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                   
85) PLG ILM GARNET BIO LIQ sill H2O = PLG ILM GARNET LIQ sill H2O                                    
86) PLG ILM GARNET LIQ sill H2O = PLG ILM GARNET LIQ sill cor H2O                                    
87) PLG ILM GARNET LIQ sill cor H2O = PLG ILM GARNET LIQ cor H2O                                     
88) ILM GARNET LIQ cor H2O = ILM GARNET LIQ cor                                                      
89) ILM GARNET LIQ cor = ILM GARNET LIQ                                                              
90) ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                           
91) ILM GARNET (2)PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                             
92) ILM GARNET (2)PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET (2)PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                         
93) PLG ILM GARNET (2)PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                           
94) PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU ky QTZ H2O                           
95) PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU ky QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky QTZ H2O                             
96) PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O                                       
97) PLG ILM GARNET LIQ sill H2O = ILM GARNET LIQ sill H2O                                            
98) ILM GARNET LIQ sill H2O = ILM GARNET LIQ sill cor H2O                                            
99) ILM GARNET LIQ sill cor H2O = ILM GARNET LIQ cor H2O                                             
100) PLG ILM CHLR (2)PHNG zo sph QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR (2)PHNG zo QTZ H2O                                    
101) ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo sph QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR (2)PHNG zo sph QTZ H2O                                
102) ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO sph QTZ H2O = ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo sph QTZ H2O                                   
103) ILM CHLR (2)PHNG sph QTZ H2O = ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO sph QTZ H2O                                          
104) ILM CHLR (2)PHNG zo sph QTZ H2O = ILM CHLR (2)PHNG sph QTZ H2O                                           
105) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                         
106) PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                           
107) ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                       
108) PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET OPX CORD LIQ H2O                                    
109) PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ cor H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O                                    
110) PLG ILM CORD SPIN LIQ H2O = ILM CORD SPIN LIQ H2O                                                
111) ILM CORD SPIN LIQ H2O = ILM CORD SPIN LIQ                                                        
112) ILM CORD SPIN LIQ = ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ                                                     
113) ILM GARNET SPIN LIQ = ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ                                                   
114) ILM GARNET LIQ = ILM GARNET SPIN LIQ                                                             
115) PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O                               
116) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU ma QTZ H2O                         
117) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD TZ H2O                         
118) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
119) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
120) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
121) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
122) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
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123) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                                   
124) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O                        
125) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                        
126) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                              
127) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
128) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
129) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
130) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
131) PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ sill H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O                                   
132) ILM GARNET CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR (2)PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                         
133) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR (2)PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ 
H2O                      
134) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                            
135) PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET (2)PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                        
136) ILM GARNET LIQ H2O = ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O                                                     
137) PLG ILM GARNET LIQ sill H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ sill H2O                                   
138) ILM GARNET LIQ H2O = ILM GARNET LIQ                                                              
139) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ 
H2O                      
140) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                              
141) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                              
142) PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                                
143) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
144) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                           
145) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                              
146) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ H2O                         
147) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O                                        
148) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O                                   
149) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU sill QTZ H2O                                   
150) PLG ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                            
151) PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU ky QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU ky QTZ H2O                             
152) ILM GARNET SPIN LIQ H2O = ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ H2O                                           
153) PLG ILM GARNET LIQ sill cor H2O = ILM GARNET LIQ sill cor H2O                                    
154) ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ 
H2O                     
155) PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O                                      
156) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                           
157) PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                           
158) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
159) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
160) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR (2)PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                           
161) PLG ILM GARNET LIQ sill cor H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ sill cor H2O                           
162) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                              
163) PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                    
164) PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                                
165) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ QTZ H2O                             
166) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                              
167) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
168) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
169) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
170) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
171) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O                                   
172) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                             
173) ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O = ILM GARNET SPIN LIQ H2O                                                
174) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET (2)PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                            
175) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET (2)PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                            
176) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                              
177) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
178) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
179) PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU and QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU and QTZ H2O                               
180) PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO STAU and QTZ H2O                              
181) PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                                
182) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
183) PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD LIQ QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET OPX BIO CORD LIQ H2O                          
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184) PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                                
185) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
186) PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                           
187) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                              
188) ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo sph QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                
189) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O                               
190) PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO zo ma QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O                                   
191) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM CHLR PHNG BIO zo ma QTZ H2O                            
192) ILM GARNET CORD LIQ cor H2O = ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O                                            
193) ILM GARNET LIQ cor H2O = ILM GARNET CORD LIQ cor H2O                                             
194) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU sill QTZ H2O                                   
195) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O                                   
196) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                              
197) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
198) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
199) PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                                
200) PLG ILM CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD QTZ H2O                                     
201) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                              
202) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
203) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                         
204) PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ H2O = PLG ILM CORD SPIN LIQ H2O                                          
205) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
206) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD sill QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                         
207) ILM GARNET CORD SPIN LIQ H2O = ILM CORD SPIN LIQ                                                 
208) ILM GARNET CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                            
209) ILM GARNET CORD LIQ cor H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CORD LIQ cor H2O                                    
210) ILM GARNET CORD LIQ cor H2O = ILM GARNET LIQ H2O                                                 
211) ILM CHLR (2)PHNG sph QTZ H2O = ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo sph QTZ H2O                                       
212) ILM GARNET CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                       
213) PLG ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O                              
214) PLG ILM GARNET BIO STAU CORD QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET BIO CORD sill QTZ H2O                              
215) PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET (2)PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                        
216) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = PLG ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                            
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Figure 3.9: Pseudosection with water pressure equal to 0.3 of teh lithostatic
pressure of sample 07B148A. The numbers
represent reactions described on next page. The grey field reproduces the
mineralogy in the sample. The black arrow indicates a possible decompression
paths for the rock. See text for discussion.
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Figure 3.9 (Continued) 
 
Reactions: 
 
1) FSP ILM CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                                       
2) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR (2)PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                               
3) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR (2)PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                               
4) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR (2)PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O 
5) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                             
6) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                       
7) FSP ILM CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                     
8) FSP ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                   
9) FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU and QTZ H2O                                    
10) FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO and QTZ H2O                                     
11) FSP ILM GARNET BIO and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO CORD and QTZ H2O                                     
12) FSP ILM GARNET BIO CORD and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO CORD OSUM0 QTZ H2O 
13) FSP ILM GARNET BIO CORD and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO CORD OSUM0 QTZ H2O 
14) FSP ILM GARNET BIO CORD OSUM0 QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O                                 
15) FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET OPX BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O                                  
16) FSP ILM GARNET OPX BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET OPX BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O 
17) (2)FSP ILM GARNET OPX BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET OPX OSUM0 QTZ H2O                            
18) ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = ILM CHTD CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                 
19) ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                
20) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR (2)PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                            
21) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                             
22) FSP ILM GARNET BIO and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 and QTZ H2O                                    
23) FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O                                  
24) (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O                                   
25) (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET OPX BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O                            
26) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O                            
27) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                               
28) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                                       
29) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                                       
30) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                             
31) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                
32) FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU ky QTZ H2O                                     
33) FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU ky QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O                                       
34) FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO and QTZ H2O                                           
35) FSP ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO and QTZ H2O                                         
36) FSP ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 sill QTZ H2O                                  
37) FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 sill QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O                                 
38) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                 
39) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                    
40) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                       
41) FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                       
42) FSP ILM GARNET CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                           
43) FSP ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                         
44) FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O                                          
45) FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 sill QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O                              
46) ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                             
47) ILM GARNET CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                           
48) ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                           
49) ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ 
H2O                      
50) ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                           
51) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                            
52) FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                             
53) FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                     
54) FSP ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O                                     
55) (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O                                 
56) (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET OPX OSUM0 QTZ H2O                                
57) ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                           
58) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU ky zo QTZ H2O                             
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59) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU ky zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                               
60) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                                
61) FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                                 
62) FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O                                         
63) FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O                                         
64) (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O                                    
65) (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET OSUM0 QTZ H2O                                    
66) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                                  
67) (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET OSUM0 sill QTZ H2O                                
68) (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET sill QTZ H2O                                      
69) (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET ky QTZ H2O                                          
70) (2)FSP ILM GARNET ky QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET sill QTZ H2O                                            
71) ILM GARNET (2)PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                                 
72) ILM GARNET (2)PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                             
73) FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky QTZ H2O                               
74) FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O                                       
75) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                               
76) FSP ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                              
77) ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                    
78) ILM CHTD CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = ILM CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                   
79) ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                             
80) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                               
81) (2)FSP ILM GARNET OSUM0 QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET OPX OSUM0 QTZ H2O                                    
82) (2)FSP ILM GARNET OSUM0 sill QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET OSUM0 QTZ H2O                                   
83) (2)FSP ILM GARNET sill QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET OSUM0 sill QTZ H2O                                    
84) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO ma QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR (2)PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                            
85) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                                         
86) ILM GARNET CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                         
87) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                                      
88) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                                      
89) FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                         
90) FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                     
91) FSP ILM GARNET CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                         
92) ILM CHTD CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR (2)PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                             
93) ILM GARNET CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                       
94) FSP ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                               
95) FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                               
96) FSP ILM GARNET CHTD BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O                           
97) FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO and QTZ H2O                                         
98) FSP ILM GARNET BIO CORD and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 and QTZ H2O                               
99) FSP ILM GARNET BIO CORD OSUM0 and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO CORD OSUM0 QTZ H2O                        
100) FSP ILM GARNET BIO CORD and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO CORD OSUM0 and QTZ H2O                          
101) FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU ky QTZ H2O                                  
102) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                                  
103) ILM CHTD CHLR (2)PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                             
104) ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                          
105) FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                   
106) ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                            
107) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                               
108) FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky QTZ H2O                               
109) FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O                                       
110) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                                 
111) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                                 
112) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                                  
113) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU ky zo QTZ H2O                             
114) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU ky zo QTZ H2O                               
115) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                  
116) FSP ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                        
117) FSP ILM GARNET CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                              
118) FSP ILM GARNET CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                              
119) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU ky zo QTZ H2O                             
120) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU ky zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                               
121) ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                       
122) FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O                                    
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123) FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET OPX BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O                               
124) FSP ILM GARNET BIO and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 sill QTZ H2O                                   
125) FSP ILM CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO QTZ H2O                                    
126) FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU and QTZ H2O                                    
127) FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO and QTZ H2O                                     
128) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                                 
129) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                               
130) FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                
131) ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                        
132) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                                  
133) ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                            
134) (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO ky QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET sill QTZ H2O                                        
135) FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                  
136) ILM GARNET CHTD PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ 
H2O                     
137) FSP ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU QTZ H2O                         
138) FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 and QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 sill QTZ H2O                             
139) FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky QTZ H2O                             
140) FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU ky QTZ H2O                                  
141) FSP ILM GARNET BIO sill QTZ H2O = (2)FSP ILM GARNET BIO OSUM0 QTZ H2O                                    
142) ILM GARNET CHTD CHLR PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O                              
143) FSP ILM CHTD PHNG BIO zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O                                         
144) ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                            
145) FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                             
146) ILM GARNET CHLR PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                       
147) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O                                  
148) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU ky zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU zo QTZ H2O                             
149) ILM GARNET PHNG BIO ky zo QTZ H2O = ILM GARNET PHNG BIO STAU ky zo QTZ H2O                               
150) FSP ILM GARNET CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD BIO STAU QTZ H2O                         
151) FSP ILM GARNET CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O = FSP ILM GARNET CHTD CHLR BIO STAU QTZ H2O 
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5-25% when compared to the modes in the actual rock. Quartz and garnet 
have the largest difference and are off by more than 25% of the actual mode 
for quartz and garnet. The composition of the minerals obtained by the 
program in the field of equilibrium does not reproduce the compositions of the 
minerals obtained with the electron microprobe. The discrepancies can be 
explained by a combination of errors in the mixing models of the minerals; the 
presence of more variables not introduced in the calculations, such as Mn 
within the garnet; non-equilibrium composition of the minerals in the rock; 
composition of minerals in the rock affected by retrograde reactions. There is 
also error in the estimation of the bulk composition of the rock when using 
microprobe data of individual minerals.  
 
VI.B. Summary and discussion of geothermobarometry 
 The resulting pressures obtained for the intrusion of the Kitlope and 
Quottoon plutons is between 0.75 to 0.65 GPa (Figure 3.5). These pressure 
differences are within the calibration error of the barometers used and suggest 
little pressure difference between the two areas. The Chief Matthew’s pluton 
records lower pressures ranging from 0.65-0.5 GPa. This result shows that 
~0.2 GPa decompression occurred between the intrusion of the plutons at a 
rate of 2-3 mm/yr. 
The country-rocks give peak temperatures consistent with those 
obtained from the plutons, which either indicates efficient heating by the 
plutons or that the rocks were already hot at the time the plutons were 
emplaced. We favor the second argument for the country rocks at Gardner 
Canal, given that the mineralogy and textures of the rocks indicates hot 
conditions were present for long enough times to completely recrystallize the 
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rocks. Also, rocks showing amphibolite grade metamorphism are widespread 
in the central gneiss complex, and record a long-lived history of plutonism as 
indicated by the abundance of orthogneiss and zircon ages which span 100 
Ma. This argues for a regional long-lived thermal pulse, instead of contact 
metamorphism associated with individual plutonic intrusions. A regional 
thermal pulse can be achieved by overlapping aureoles in area with 
widespread magmatism (Den Tex 1963), producing a “regional aureole” 
metamorphism.  
 The pegmatitic dikes intruded late in the cooling history of the plutons. 
Of the two analyzed dikes, one intrudes the Kitlope pluton and the other 
intrudes the Quottoon pluton. Both dikes show lower temperature but the 
same pressure of the plutons that they are associated with. This indicates 
some cooling of the plutons prior to the intrusion of the pegmatitic dikes. It also 
correlates with the fact that one dike contains muscovite.  
 Sample 07B148A gives important information about the possible 
decompression paths followed by the rocks (Figure 3.8 and 3.9). The rock has 
neither cordierite nor andalusite implying that the post peak decompression 
path involved significant cooling before the rocks got below 0.4 GPa. A higher 
rate of cooling relative to decompression is confirmed by the fact that there are 
no rocks with textural evidence for rapid isothermal decompression. This 
contrasts strongly with rocks found in other parts of the central gneiss complex 
to the north which contain abundant cordierite coronas around garnet, 
orthopyroxene and plagioclase symplectites rimming garnet, sillimanite 
replacing kyanite, and veins which contain andalusite (Selverstone and 
Hollister 1980, Hollister 1982, Kenah and Hollister 1983, Whitney et al 1999). 
These observations suggest the decompression path at Gardner Canal could 
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not have been steeper than ~8oC/km. However, several samples in the area 
show plagioclase rimming garnet (e.g. Figure 3.3c). This texture has been 
frequently related to decompression (Wernike and Getty 1997, Whitney 1992). 
However, Stowell and Stein (2005) described similar textures as indicators of 
progressive metamorphism. In their study in the Cascade ranges they interpret 
the rimming plagioclase as a relic of primary igneous plagioclase, based on 
zoning profiles, and growth of garnet by the consumption of chlorite in a 
prograde path. At Gardner Canal, the rocks that show plagioclase coronas 
around garnet have both igneous and sedimentary protoliths. We were unable 
to obtain precise calculations of pressure or temperature for these samples 
due to disequilibrium in the mineral assemblages. Therefore, we are unable to 
unravel how the textures were formed.  
 
VII. Cooling ages 
 Cooling ages were compiled from the literature. We also include 
unpublished ages from work in preparation (Wanless 1970-1979, Van der 
Heyden 1989, Friedman and Ullrich, 2007, Friedman 2007, Gehrels et al in 
revision, Chang and Andronicos in revision).  
 New 40Ar/39Ar geochronology analyses were obtained at the New 
Mexico Geochronology Research Laboratory, New Mexico Bureau of Geology 
and Mineral Resources, Socorro New Mexico under the direction of Matt 
Heizler. All samples were analyzed using the incremental step-heating 
approach using either a double-vacuum Mo resistance furnace or a CO2 laser 
to heat the samples. Table 3.4 shows the compiled data and the references. 
Table 3.5 presents the closure temperature used for the different minerals. 
Figure 3.10 shows the distribution of the ages in the map. The ages were  
Table 3.4: Cooling Ages
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Sample Latitude Longitude Lithology Age Error Mineral Method Ref
Mount Gamsby
Diorite 188.1 3.3 ZIRCON U-PB 6
Tonalite 155.3 2.7 ZIRCON U-PB 6
34-JBM-06 53.1702 -127.673 Diorite 138 1.8 ZIRCON U-PB 4
05B13B Schist 63.93 0.1 MUSC AR-AR 7
60-JBM-05 53.2298 -127.734 Granite 61.87 0.34 BIOTITE AR-AR 3
05B65 54.45 0.12 BIOTITE AR-AR 7
Kitlope Lake
MT05-137 53.0852 -127.795 Granodiorite 61.1 1.2 ZIRCON U-PB 2
MT05-137 53.0852 -127.795 Granodiorite 62.5 1.3 TITANITE MC-ICP-MS 2
06B38 Granodiorite 55.53 0.12 HBL AR-AR 7
06B38 Granodiorite 51.23 0.12 BIOTITE AR-AR 7
06B69 Granodiorite 52.76 0.11 BIOTITE AR-AR 7
77-WV-340 53.0540 -127.719 52.7 2.3 BIOTITE K/Ar 5
05MR06 51.6 0.1 BIOTITE AR-AR 7
Tsaytis Pluton
84-JBM-06 53.3683 -127.879 Megacryst 56.8 3.4 ZIRCON U-PB 1
84-V-98 53.3424 -127.797 Granodiorite 54.9 0.2 ZIRCON U-PB 1
77-WV-261 53.3442 -127.795 Granodiorite 50 2.9 HBL AR-AR 5
GSC78-66 53.3424 -127.797 50 1.5 HBL 5
GSC78-66 53.3424 -127.797 51.4 1.2 BIOTITE 5
Chief Matthew's Pluton
MT05-136 53.3744 128.020 Tonalite 58.2 0.9 ZIRCON 2
GJP-77 53.4133 -128.091 Granodiorite 55.6 0.9 ZIRCON MC-ICP-MS 2
GJP-77 53.4133 -128.091 Granodiorite 53 2.2 TITANITE MC-ICP-MS 2
79-WV-654 53.3367 -127.946 Granodiorite 53 1.9 HBL AR-AR 1
79-WV-654 53.3367 -127.946 Granodiorite 49.9 1.7 BIOTITE 1
Quottoon Pluton
GJP-79 53.4702 -128.234 Tonalite 59.5 1.6 ZIRCON MC-ICP-MS 2
GJP-79 53.4702 -128.234 Tonalite 59.6 3.5 TITANITE MC-ICP-MS 2
GSC67-25 50 2 BIOTITE 5
Kemano Bay
GJP-78 53.4777 -128.168 Orthogneiss 57.6 2.8 ZIRCON MC-ICP-MS 2
GJP-78 53.4777 -128.168 Orthogneiss 96.8 2.1 ZIRCON MC-ICP-MS 2
MT05-135 53.4367 128.087 Orthogneiss 52.6 1.4 ZIRCON MC-ICP-MS 2
MT05-135 53.4367 128.087 Orthogneiss 125.4 3.3 ZIRCON MC-ICP-MS 2
GJP-78 53.4777 -128.168 Orthogneiss 52.4 2.1 TITANITE MC-ICP-MS 2
MT05-135 53.4367 128.087 Orthogneiss 49.9 1.4 TITANITE MC-ICP-MS 2
78-WV-348 53.5656 -127.960 Diorite 52 1.8 BIOTITE AR-AR 1
78-WV-342 53.5712 -128.009 Granodiorite 51.3 1.8 BIOTITE AR-AR 1
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         Table 3.4 (Continued) 
 
References:   
1 .Van de Heyden 1989 
2 .Gehrels 2008 
3 .Friedman and Ullrich 2007 
4 .Friedman 2007 
5 .Wanless 1970-79 
6 .Chang and Andronicos in revision 
7 .This study 
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                     Table 3.5: Closure temperatures of minerals 
 
Mineral Cooling temperature (°C)  Reference 
      
Zircon 750 - 800 Spear 1992 
Titanite 660 Frost et al 2001 
Hornblende 550 Harrison 1981 
Muscovite 350 Hames and Bowring 1994 
Biotite 300 Dunlap 2000 
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separated into five groups representing different plutons, including the Tsaytis 
pluton and associated country-rocks. 
 Figure 3.11 shows the cooling curves associated with the different 
plutons. The cooling history for rocks in the Gamsby Complex is older (Early 
Cretaceous, Van der Heyden 1989) when compared to the other plutons. The 
young muscovite and biotite ages in the area are explained by reheating the 
Gamsby Complex by the later Paleocene intrusions (Van der Heyden 1989). 
Mt. Gamsby is part of the Gamsby Complex and cooled following an isobaric 
cooling trend in the Cretaceous (Chang and Andronicos in revision). 
The other plutons of the central gneiss complex show a complex 
cooling history as observed in Figure 3.11. If we assume a linear trend, the 
Kitlope and Quottoon plutons show slightly slower cooling rates of ~40°C/Ma. 
The Chief Matthew’s and Tsaytis plutons have cooling rates of ~60°C/Ma. The 
Kitlope pluton is the oldest pluton and also the one with the oldest cooling 
ages. By ~52 Ma, this pluton was already at 300°C. The Quottoon, Chief 
Matthew’s and Tsaytis plutons all cooled down to 300°C by ~51 Ma.  
Kitlope and Quottoon plutons have titanite ages that are older than the 
zircon ages. Titanite is a very reactive mineral during high temperature 
metamorphism; the ages are susceptible to be reset by growth of new titanite, 
rather than by diffusion (Frost et al 2001). For this reason we believe that the 
zircon/hornblende ages are more robust than zircon/titanite ages for inferring 
cooling rates.  
  
VIII. Geochemistry 
Table 3.6 shows the geochemistry for twelve samples of the Kitlope 
pluton; four samples of the Quottoon pluton; four samples of the Chief  
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Cr 2.6 6.3 17.5 10.5 56.1 71.2 25.8
La 17.1 36.5 15.5 9.7 7.3 12.5 16.6
Ce 32.0 68.2 29.0 21.9 19.6 26.6 30.2
Pr 3.7 8.0 3.5 3.2 3.2 3.5 3.6
Nd 14.0 30.3 13.5 14.9 15.8 15.2 14.0
Sm 2.3 5.4 2.6 3.7 4.4 3.6 2.8
Eu 0.7 1.5 0.9 1.2 1.1 1.1 0.9
Gd 1.4 3.7 2.1 3.1 4.3 3.4 2.2
Tb 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.3
Dy 0.8 2.1 1.5 2.3 3.9 3.0 1.6
Ho 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.3
Er 0.4 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.9 1.6 0.7
Tm 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1
Yb 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.6 1.5 0.6
Lu 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1
Y 4.1 8.0 8.0 10.6 18.1 15.0 7.1
Cs 0.9 0.8 1.6 0.4 1.6 1.5 0.8
Ta 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3
Hf 3.5 4.9 2.9 3.2 3.7 2.9 3.3
Sc 2.5 4.5 9.4 10.3 14.7 15.4 10.4
V 17.3 78.2 104.8 89.5 141.2 153.1 117.7
Ga 18.8 21.6 19.5 22.0 19.1 17.8 19.3
Cu 1.3 26.5 1.9 5.0 21.1 34.8 16.4
Zn 55.3 105.6 107.3 124.4 137.5 106.2 129.8
Pb 19.4 8.2 10.3 6.8 5.8 7.1 10.2
Th 2.2 4.6 3.5 0.8 0.4 2.0 2.6
U 0.9 1.0 2.6 0.5 0.5 0.9 0.8
Quottoon PlutonCMPKitlope Pluton
Table 3.6 (Continued)
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Matthew’s pluton; three samples of a tonalite in the Gambsy Complex (155 
Ma); and three samples of a diorite in the Gamsby complex (188 Ma). The 
analyses were done at the geoanalytical lab at Washington State University 
using XRF and ICP-MS. The samples of the different plutons are associated 
with different ages ranging from Early Jurassic to Paleocene. 
The Kitlope pluton has SiO2 values ranging from 55.03 to 73.81 wt%. 
When using the feldspar triangle for classification of plutons most of the 
samples classify as granodiorite but older units of the pluton fall in the granite 
field (Figure 3.12a). The pluton is metaluminous and contains medium K, as 
also indicated by the presence of hornblende, magnetite and titanite. Older 
units of the pluton are peraluminous, and contain high K. The Quottoon pluton 
ranges in SiO2 content between 58.85 and 62.73 wt%. The rocks classify as 
granodiorite when using the feldspar triangle for classification of plutons. The 
Chief Matthew’s pluton ranges in SiO2 content between 70.02 and 60.47 wt%, 
the rocks classify as granodiorites when using the feldspar triangle of 
classification of plutons. The Quottoon, Chief Matthew’s and the plutons of the 
Gamsby Complex are metaluminous (Figure 3.12b) and contain medium K 
(Figure 3.12c).   
Binary diagrams were used to compare the different plutons. All the 
units show a negative correlation between SiO2 and TiO2, Al2O3, MgO, CaO, 
P2O5, FeOt, Ni, Cr, and Mg#; and a positive correlation for A/CNK. The rocks 
of the Quottoon pluton show enrichment in Cr and Ni when compared to the 
other plutons for the same SiO2 content (Figure 3.13). This enrichment is also 
found in the Mg# of these rocks. This observation indicates a stronger mantle 
component for the Quottoon pluton and Gamsby diorite. 
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All the analyzed plutons are subduction-related intrusions. The arc 
signature is indicated by the major elements and by peaks in Ba relative to the 
LREE; and depletion in the High field strength elements, as seen on spider 
diagrams (Figure 3.14).  
A graph of variation of Pb/Ce with SiO2 is presented to track crustal 
contamination of the magmas (Figure 3.15a). Typically Pb/Ce ratios greater 
than 0.3 are found in sediments; and <0.04 ratios characterize MORB. Figure 
3.15a shows that most of the rocks have values of the ratio between 0.1 and 
0.3. These values are explained by interaction of magmas with the crust. This 
is also supported by negative anomalies in P2O5 accompanied by positive 
anomalies in Sr (Figure 3.14). 
The plutons at Gardner Canal have affinities more like the Aleutian 
plutons, typical of oceanic origin, than the Peruvian Batholith of continental 
origin (Figure 3.15b). This is consistent with an amphibolite composition rock 
as the source for the pluton (Thomas and Sinha 1999). The underplated 
Insular Superterrane has been suggested as the source crust of amphibolitic 
composition melting together with mantle-derived basaltic intrusions to 
generate the magmas of the Coast Plutonic complex (Hollister and Andronicos 
2006). The Insular Superterrane is a Triassic ocean island-arc with juvenile 
isotopes and chemistry. Melting these kinds of rocks will not imprint a strong 
continental crust signature to the derived magmas, but it would explain the 
crustal/melt interactions seen in Figure 3.15a. 
When looking at the REE spider plots (Firgure 3.16) some samples of 
the Kitlope and Chief Matthew’s plutons show a positive Eu anomaly and  
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depletion in the middle REE. This is consistent with the rocks representing 
cumulates, instead of true magmas.  
The plutons at Mt. Gamsby show consistently flatter patterns in the 
REE (Figure 3.16-3.17a). This is also evident when compared rocks from Mt 
Gamsby with the same SiO2 content than rocks from the Kitlope pluton (Figure 
3.17b). The Kitlope, Quottoon, and Chief Matthew’s plutons also show a peak 
in Na2O and Sr concentrations, as well as a lack of a Eu anomaly (Figure 
3.13-3.14), which indicates that plagioclase was not being fractionated in the 
residue, but garnet and/or hornblende were in equilibrium and segregated 
from the melts depleting the plutons in HREE. The increase in the slope of the 
REE with increasing age of the rocks is consistent with an increase in crustal 
thickness where garnet became stable at the source region of the plutons. 
This is seen very strongly in the Kitlope pluton (Figure 3.17a-b). This result is 
consistent with previous results for the region (e.g. Thomas and Sinha 1999; 
Crawford et al 2005; Hollister and Andronicos 2006). The Quottoon and Chief 
Matthew’s pluton do not show garnet signature, and are more consistent with 
fractionation of hornblende in the source region. This could be either because 
garnet did not fractionate at the source, or that the melts were generated 
above the stability of garnet, at shallower depths. The implications of this last 
case are an amphibolite crust that was generating magmas at different depths 
above and below the stability of garnet, consistent with an isothermal 
geotherm for the crust. This conclusion is also supported by geochemical 
analysis in other parts of the coast plutonic complex that show some plutons 
that intruded during the magmatic flare-up have garnet signature and others 
lack it (Crawford et al 2005). 
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IX. Results and discussion 
Based on petrological observations, the rocks at the southern 
termination of the central gneiss complex show evidence of a long-lived history 
of metamorphism at high temperatures (~750°C) in th e upper amphibolite 
facies. This is indicated by granular textures, abundance of migmatized 
amphibolites, diffusional zoning profiles in garnet, and the mineral 
assemblages in the rocks. The abundance of orthogneiss in the area indicates 
a long history of plutonic intrusion in the area. Some zircon ages in some of 
these rocks are Early and Late Cretaceous, and adjacent areas have Late 
Jurassic ages (Van der Heyden 1989). The last pulse of magmatic activity in 
the area occurred between 61-57 Ma and is represented by the Quottoon, 
Kitlope, Chief Matthew’s and Tsaytis plutons.  
The Kitlope, Quottoon, and Chief Matthew’s plutons are calc-alkaline 
granodiorites that intruded in a thick crust of ~55 km (Hollister and Andronicos 
2006). The magmas were generated by interactions between mantle-derived 
melts and partial melt of amphibolitic crust at different depths in the crust, 
consistent with an isothermal profile for the crust. The Kitlope and Quottoon 
plutons intruded as vertical sheets during crustal shortening (eg. Ingram and 
Hutton 1994, Chapter 2, this thesis) at 0.65-0.75 GPa. The Chief Matthew’s 
pluton intruded as a tabular body (Chapter 2, this thesis) at a pressure of 0.55-
0.6 GPa, after 3 Ma of isothermal decompression of the rocks at a rate of ~3 
mm/yr. We rule out the possibility of different emplacement depths for the 
plutons during constant crustal thickness, given that the three studied plutons 
are exposed at the same elevation today, and the Chief Matthew’s pluton is 
located in between the two older plutons (the Kitlope and Quottoon) 
discouraging the presence of a tilted section. The P-T path followed after the 
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plutonic events appears to be dominated by cooling rather than 
decompression, as indicated by the minerals, textures and P-T calculations. 
From the equilibrium diagram we obtained a minimum cooling path of 
~8°C/km. 
The cooling rate for the Kitlope and Quottoon plutons is ~40°C/Ma, 
slower than the cooling rate of ~60°C/Ma recorded f or the younger plutons 
(Chief Matthew’s and Tsaytis plutons). These values are not as high as what is 
found in active orogens, which values range between 100-350°C/Ma. Dunlap 
(2000) explains this discrepancy between rates in active versus ancient 
orogens by stating that the post-orogenic history in ancient orogens usually 
involves periods of rocks at isothermal conditions where the K/Ar system 
remains open to diffusion, at temperatures as low as 180°C if the rocks are 
kept for long periods of time. According to Dunlap (2000), an orogen of 50 Ma, 
if it experienced rapid cooling, should then record a cooling rate of 50°C/Ma, 
which is exactly what we obtained for the central gneiss complex at Gardner 
Canal and Kitlope Lake areas. All the plutons and country-rocks at the 
southern termination of the central gneiss complex cooled under the biotite 
closure temperature by ~51Ma. 
The rocks at Mount Gamsby (Early to Late Jurassic) record a different 
exhumation and cooling history than rocks to the west and north. Peak 
temperatures are 600-750°C and the peak pressures a re 0.8-1 GPa 
(Hamblock 2006). The deduced P-T-path is isobaric cooling of the rocks at 
high pressures, also indicated by the presence of muscovite throughout the 
tectonic evolution (Hamblock 2006). Mount Gamsby does not belong to the 
central gneiss complex; given that it was already in the green-schist facies by 
the time the rocks of the central gneiss complex were experiencing their peak 
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metamorphic conditions. It also lacks the intrusion of voluminous Late 
Cretaceous to Eocene age plutons, only Eocene dikes with chilled margins are 
reported to occur in the area (Hamblock 2006).  
 
IX.A. Comparison with other areas in the central gneiss complex: 
Surface rocks at Douglas Channel (Figure 3.2) were ~25 km deep at 90 
Ma, as indicated by kyanite inclusions in garnet. These rocks experienced 
isothermal decompression from 70 Ma to 59 Ma at a rate of ~0.5 mm/yr, which 
is attributed to thickening and erosion of the crust (Rusmore et al 2005). At 59 
Ma, the exhumation rate doubled until 52 Ma, assisted by motion along a 
normal east-dipping detachment fault (Rusmore 2005). These rocks passed 
through biotite closure temperature by 48.7 Ma (Rusmore 2005). At Douglas 
Channel, the Quottoon pluton intruded at 58.6 Ma at a pressure of 0.65 GPa 
(Rusmore et al 2005). Peak temperatures in the area were ~750°C. 
The rocks of the central gneiss complex in southeast Alaska record 
high-temperature moderate pressure metamorphism, with peak pressures of 
0.56 GPa and temperatures of 710°C (Stowell and Cra wford 2000, Kleipes et 
al 1999). This peak condition is overprinted by lower pressure and similar 
temperature assemblages, which include cordierite rims around garnet. Here 
exhumation was assisted by extension across normal shear-zones between 
65 and 57 Ma (Kleipeis and Crawford 1999). A N-S orientation of extension is 
inferred from the structures. 
At the Skeena River, Hollister (1982) proposed exhumation of ~30 km 
of rock between 62 and 48 Ma, at a rate of 2 mm/yr. Based on cooling ages, 
the cooling rate of the rocks was ~100°C/Ma between  51 and 49 Ma (Hollister 
1993). This rapid cooling occurred when the rocks were at depths between 5-
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10 km (Hollister 1982). The rocks passed through the closure temperature of 
biotite by 48 Ma (Andronicos et al 2003). The rocks experienced granulite 
facies metamorphism with peak temperature of ~800°C , and pressures of 0.4 
to 0.7 GPa (Hollister 1982). The Quottoon pluton at this latitude intruded at 
pressures between 0.4 and 0.6 GPa (Kenah and Hollister 1983) at 58.6 Ma 
(Gehrels et al 1991). The last phase of exhumation of the rocks is linked to a 
shallowly dipping detachment called the Shames River mylonite, which was 
active between 54 and 48 Ma (Andronicos et al 2003). The extension on this 
structure is E-W. However, a tabular pluton associated with the structure, the 
Kasiks sill complex, shows N-S displacement directions consistent with 
extension in a N-S direction.  
In summary, rocks of the central gneiss complex north of the studied 
area show peak metamorphic conditions in the upper amphibolite facies 
similar to what we observe at Gardner Canal. The exceptions are the areas 
around the Skeena River that experienced granulite facies metamorphism. 
The large areal distribution of rocks at high metamorphic grade attests to long-
lived peak conditions.  
Fast exhumation rates of 1-2 mm/yr found at the Skeena River and 
Douglas Channel are comparable to the maximum value calculated at Gardner 
Canal of 2-3 mm/yr. These fast rates only occurred after ~100 Ma, which is the 
time interval of the formation of the plutons in this study. Cooling rates are also 
comparable along the orogen. However, there is a discrepancy in the timing 
when rocks cooled under the biotite cooling temperature. Areas to the north 
consistently give an age of 48 Ma, while Gardner Canal and Kitlope Lake 
areas cooled by 51 Ma.  
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The studied area shows no evidence for the isothermal decompression 
found in other parts of the central gneiss complex, this could either be 
because we still have not found the evidence for it or because the rocks 
followed a different decompression path.  
A last discrepancy in the studied area is that the last pulse of 
decompression from ~60 to 52 Ma is assisted by large shallow detachments in 
the areas to the north. We have yet to find such structures at the southern 
termination of the central gneiss complex. However, the discrepancy in cooling 
histories, age of rocks and metamorphism between rocks at Mt. Gamsby and 
rocks to the west point to the presence of a structure separating the different 
blocks. Based on the abrupt discrepancy in the cooling ages Van der Heyden 
(1989) proposed the presence of an unmapped crustal crustal structure, the 
Kemano fault, separating the Gamsby complex from the central gneiss 
complex. We agree with his interpretation for the position of this structure for 
the Tsaytis pluton, however, the contact of the Kitlope pluton with the Gamsby 
complex seems to be continuous following a normal thermal gradient between 
the rocks. The character of the Kemano fault is unknown, but if we assume 
that it represents the southern continuation of the Shames River mylonite 
(Andronicos et al 2003), also called east-side detachment (Rusmore et al 
2005), then this structure should be a low-angle detachment, with the Gamsby 
complex located in the hanging wall, and would have assisted the Early 
Eocene exhumation of the orogen.  
The Chief Matthew’s pluton is associated with extension and shows 
sub-vertical flattening (Chapter 2, this thesis), consistent with stretching 
parallel and perpendicular to the orogen. 
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IX.B. Comparison with other areas in the Canadian Cordillera:  
 The North Cascades represent the southernmost extension of the 
>1500 km long Coast Mountains. Peak metamorphic conditions of 0.9-1.2 
GPa and 650-750°C (Valley et al 2003) were develope d during a history of 
thickening by thrusting during intra-arc contraction (Whitney et al 1999) 
between 96 to 73 Ma (Patterson et al 2004). More evidence for a more than 
55-60 km thick crust in the Cascades in the Cretaceous is indicated by the 
trace element chemistry in calc-alkaline plutons (DeBari 1999), and by seismic 
evidence that shows a normal thickness crust present today, and when 
coupled with geothermobarometry results gives a thick crust for the Early 
Tertiary.  
Isothermal decompression during dextral transpression is responsible 
for exhuming the Cascades between 73 and 55 Ma followed by dextral 
transtension and rapid cooling (Patterson et al 2004). This last phase of 
exhumation was assisted by dextral-normal faulting on a bounding fault (Miller 
and Bowring 1990). Rapid exhumation of ~1.6 mm/yr occurred both in N-S 
and E-W directions (Patterson et al 2004). A major difference between the 
Cascades and the central gneiss complex is that when the central gneiss 
complex is experiencing its highest magmatic flux between~60-50 Ma, the 
Cascades experience a lull in magmatism (Wernicke and Getty 1997). This 
variation in the timing could be tracking a migration of a heating source (e.g. 
slab window). 
 The Shuswap metamorphic core complex is the largest core complex 
that developed in the Omineca belt as a result of distributed extension during 
the Early Eocene (Figure 3.18). The exhumation of the complex is assisted by 
a low-angle detachment that thinned the previously thickened crust (Brown  
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and Journeay 1987). Oxygen isotopes studies, consistent with fossil flora 
studies, show that the paleoaltimetry of the Shuswap core complex was > 
4000 m by 49 Ma and decreased ~1000 m with the formation of the 
detachments in the Eocene (Mulch et al 2007). The first stage of exhumation 
was in the Paleocene between ~60-50 Ma when the still thick crust was 
partially molten. The cooling rate for this period is 65°C/ Ma, and it was 
assisted by a low-angle detachment. Thermal re-equilibration was achieved by 
48 Ma. The second stage occurred at ~45 Ma during regional extension 
(Vanderhaeghe et al 2003, Ewing 1981). Extension was oriented E-W in the 
Shuswap core-complex. 
 Other metamorphic core-complexes in the Canadian Cordillera are the 
Horseranch Range (Figure 3.18) that exposes rocks with peak metamorphic 
conditions of 650°C and 0.5-0.7 GPa achieved during  the Late Cretaceous 
and Early Tertiary. The exhumation was accompanied by the intrusion of 
plutons and occurred between 53-41 Ma based on cooling ages and fission 
tracks in apatite (Plint et al 1992). Exhumation was assisted by a normal 
strike-slip fault on its western margin. The Wolverine Complex was also 
exhumed in the Early Eocene during extension (Figure 3.18). It is bounded by 
two faults that delimit a crustal pull-apart region. The Tatla Lake Metamorphic 
Complex has a similar history but the exhumation was assisted by another 
major structure, the Yalakom fault, between 53 to 46 Ma (Friedman and 
Armstrong 1988).  
 As a summary, all the metamorphic core complexes of northwestern 
North America (Figure 3.18) share a very similar tectonic evolution to the 
central gneiss complex. This observation suggests a common integrative 
tectonic evolution for the core-complexes. Exhumation was assisted by long 
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strike-slip faults in all the core-complexes. All the ranges also have 
widespread magmatism associated with exhumation. The extension direction 
tracked in the Shuswap core complex is E-W, and NW-SE for the Horseranch. 
The extension direction in the Cascade ranges is E-W and N-S, similar to the 
central gneiss complex. A change in the style of exhumation (e.i. change in 
exhumation rate, change in compression to extension, etc) is tracked across 
the Canadian Cordillera within ~5 Ma.  
 Suggested causes of extension and exhumation of high-grade 
metamorphic rocks along the Canadian Cordillera have been: 1) Gravitational 
collapse of a thickened and partially molten crust (Parrish et al 1988, Klepeis 
and Crawford 1999, Vanderhaeghe et al 2003, Paterson et al 2004); 2) 
release of horizontal stress by changes in plate motion (Engebretson et al 
1985, Parrish et al 1988, Andronicos et al 2003, Rusmore et al 2005); 3) Uplift 
of the crust related to asthenospheric upwelling due to delamination of 
lithosphere (Bardoux and Mareschal 1994), or rise of a mantle plume (Gough 
1986); 4) Softening of the lithosphere above a slab window by differential 
traction between North America-Kula and North America-Farallon on opposite 
sides of the triple junction (Breitsprecher et al 2003); 5) Heterogeneous 
underthrusting of buoyant materials combined with differential tectonic 
thickening/stretching and erosion (Paterson et al 2004); 6) Intracrustal 
subduction (Wernicke and Getty 1997). However, an integrative orogen-scale 
model accounting for a unique exhumation mechanics that includes all the 
metamorphic core-complexes has not been suggested yet. 
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IX.C. Exhumation mechanics 
The model for exhumation of the northwestern North American margin 
that we propose combines both intrinsic (gravitational spreading) and extrinsic 
(change in plate motion) causes. The period of acceleration in the exhumation 
rate and extension in the Coast and Omineca belts occurred during oblique 
convergence at the plate boundary. For this reason, a change in rheology of 
the rocks that form the orogen is required to explain the extension tracked in 
the continental interior. However, the fact that the extension is tracked 
simultaneously with a change in the convergence angle of the oceanic plates 
suggests that extrinsic reasons are also important (Parrish et al 1988). 
 
IX.C.A. Local causes 
Gravitational collapse of the orogen after thickening has been argued to 
have occurred in the Canadian Cordillera. The collapse of an orogen is 
dependent on the strength of the lithosphere, which is modified by the 
presence of melts and the thermal profile; and on the contrasts in potential 
energy between thickened and a normal thickness lithosphere (Molnar and 
Lyon-Caen 1988, Sonder et al 1987). Thickening of the crust to at least ~55 
km is reported in most of the core-complexes. The thickening is attributed to 
terrane collision during the Mesozoic. The internal plateau located in between 
the Omineca and Coast belts was probably high topographically and the locus 
of thickening.  
Long-lived magmatism in the Canadian Cordillera is tracked by igneous 
rocks since the Jurassic (Armstrong 1988). Pervasive magmatism creates a 
special geothermal state of the crust; essentially the rocks arrive to a constant 
equilibrium temperature which is buffered by the solidus temperature of the 
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country-rocks and the temperature at the Moho (Depine et al 2008). The 
geotherm is isothermal from the lower crust to the depth at which plutons 
intrude (15-25 km in the Coast Mountains). This thermal structure of the crust 
creates a weak middle and lower crust. We postulate that the Coast Mountains 
of British Columbia were characterized by an isothermal geotherm in thick 
crust induced by widespread intrusion of plutons. This thermal profile set the 
ground for the uplift and exhumation of ~20 km of the orogen from the 
Paleocene to the Early Eocene. 
 
IX.C.B. Far-field causes 
 Plate restorations show an abrupt change in the convergence angle of 
the Kula/Farallon plates between 57 and 55 Ma (Lonsdale 1988). Late 
Cretaceous and early Tertiary are characterized by dextral oblique 
convergence, after the plate reorganization subduction became more oblique 
with a NE direction.  
 Structural analysis along the Coast Mountains show evidences for 
dextral transpression as the tectonic regime in the region before the plate 
reorganization event (Andronicos et al 1999, Chardon et al 1999). The Coast 
shear-zone was the focus of the strike-slip motion in the orogenic belt. The 
structural analyses are corroborated by the metamorphic history of the central 
gneiss complex characterized by long-lived metamorphism and migmatization 
of the middle and lower crust, and the generation of granulites, as it would be 
expected in a transpressive regime (Thompson et al 1997). In the Omineca 
and interior plateau there are major faults with displacements as much as 900 
km, which track dextral transcurrence during the middle Cretaceous to the 
Eocene (Gabrielse 1985, Struik 1993, Price and Charmical 1986).  
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Exhumation is usually assisted by major structures, large detachments 
or thrusts reactivated with normal displacements (Armstrong 1982, Coney 
1980, Vanderhaeghe et al 2003). The dextral faults in the Canadian Cordillera 
assisted most of the Early Eocene exhumation. Most of the major faults cease 
their transcurrent motion by the time of the exhumation and only track normal 
displacements. 
 
IX.C.C. Model   
In the Late Cretaceous (90-70 Ma) the region in between the Coast 
shear-zone and the Tintina-Rocky Mount trench was experiencing 
transpression (Figure 3.19). The deformation was partitioned into orogen 
perpendicular compressive deformation represented by the Skeena fold belt in 
the interior plateau that ceased to be active by the end of the Cretaceous 
(Evenchick 2001), and widespread folding in the Coast and Omineca belts. 
Orogen parallel deformation was accommodated by the major strike-slip faults. 
The orogen experienced its maximum thickness during this time period. 
Magmatism mainly occurred in the Coast belt, however isolated plutonic 
bodies are also found in the Omineca belt (Armstrong 1988). Migmatization of 
the crust was also occurring, and related to igneous intrusions. 
In the time period between 60 and 50 Ma (Figure 3.19), field studies 
show a change in the deformation regime in both the Coast and Omineca 
belts. The strike-slip faults stop showing dextral motion at this time. A release 
in the convergence forces relaxed the horizontal compression in the orogenic 
belt, which allowed the already weakened lower and middle crust to flow and 
extrude. This is tracked by acceleration in the exhumation rates tracked in the 
orogenic belts. We envision the collapse as a consequence of the rigid upper  
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Figure 3.19: Cartoon of tectonic model for the Canadian Cordillera since the
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shown on the cartoons. See text for discussion.
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crust acting as a piston falling downwards generating horizontal flow away 
form the center of the plateau to the sides. This mechanism requires 
decoupling of the upper crust from the middle and lower crust, as well as 
decoupling of the deep crust from the mantle. The lateral flow encountered a 
thermal and rheological boundary when approaching the Coast shear-zone to 
the NW and the Tintina-Rocky Mountain trench to the NE. As a consequence 
the ductile rocks flowed upwards along these faults, encouraged by buoyancy 
forces. The lateral flow was accompanied by widespread magmatism across 
the whole orogen. Melting was intensified by decompression and upwelling of 
the asthenosphere due to crustal thinning below the interior plateau. These 
areas possibly represented topographic highs, supported by isostatic 
equilibration as a result of displacing hot material towards the sides of the 
orogen. New detachments (e.g. Shames River mylonite) and normally 
reactivated preexisting faults (e.g. Pinchi Fault) partially assisted the collapse 
of the orogen. N-S as well as E-W directed stretching directions, as seen in 
the Cascade ranges and the Coast Mountains to the north, are required to 
accommodate regional oblique convergence. The gravitational collapse of the 
orogen was responsible for orogen perpendicular stretching that resulted in 
SW-NE lineations, like the ones found in Wolverine, Horseranch and Shuswap 
ranges. At the plate margin, there is still a dextral component to the 
deformation that needs to be accommodated. The dextral component before 
the collapse of the orogen was being focused in discrete strike-slip faults, 
however, with a thermally softened partially-melted middle and lower crust 
strain should be focused into these weaker regions. This would result in 
orogen parallel stretching. 
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This model can also explain why there is a gap in high grade rocks 
south of the Kitlope Pluton. If the trigger for the exhumation is the collapse of 
the internal plateau, and crustal scale structures act as barriers to lateral 
extrusion by deep crustal flow, then the presence of a major structure like the 
Yalakolm fault in the interior plateau (Figure 3.19) would have inhibited deep 
crustal flow to the west. Also, as the model would predict the Tatla Lake core 
complex is present west of the Yalakolm fault. 
Subduction stopped by 47 Ma (Haeussler et al 2003, Figure 3.19). The 
present thickness of the crust across the Coast to Omineca belts is ~32 km. 
The Moho is flatter as a consequence of lower crustal flow during the 
exhumation. The heat flow is high (100 mW/m2) below the Omineca belt 
(Hyndman and Lewis 1999). This contrasts with a cratonic crust to the east 
with typical cratonic crustal heat flow of 40 mW/ m2, 40 km of thickness and 
similar elevation. 
 
X. Conclusions 
The southern termination of the central gneiss complex is characterized 
by a long history of magmatic intrusions and upper amphibolite facies 
metamorphism. The exhumation of the three youngest plutonic intrusions in 
the area was studied: the Kitlope (61 Ma), the Quottoon (60 Ma), and the Chief 
Matthew’s Pluton (57 Ma). Isothermal decompression of 0.2 GPa occurred 
between 61 and 58 Ma, at a rate of ~2-3 mm/yr. After this event, the rocks 
decompressed during cooling and were below the closure temperature of 
biotite by 51 Ma, which is an older decompression than is observed further 
north in the central gneiss complex.  
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The similarities in exhumation history found along the Coast Mountains 
from Cascadia to southeast Alaska, as well as coincident exhumation timing 
for the core complexes in the Omineca belt and Idaho batholith, support a 
regional tectonic cause for the distributed dextral transtension and exhumation 
that lead to the exposure of the middle crust. We propose that the internal 
plateau was a high plateau that sank into a ductile middle and lower crust. 
This resulted in extrusion of material at both sides because the flow found 
crustal-scale boundaries that prevented further lateral extrusion. To the west, 
the central gneiss complex is bounded by the Coast-shear zone. To the east, 
the core complexes abruptly end at the Tintina-Rocky Mountain trench. These 
two structures probably acted as barriers for the material to further flow in a 
NE-SW direction, this led to extrusion of the deep crust, at the these margins, 
at the same time material was flowing in a NW-SE direction, which 
accommodates the dextral component of plate-scale deformation.  
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